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A proactive dialogue allows EVN to identify the expectations and 
diverse demands of its various stakeholders, to recognise risks at an 
early stage and to make use of opportunities. It also supports the 
establishment, maintenance and strengthening of good relations 
with stakeholders. Stakeholder management is viewed not as an 
obligation, but as the foundation of sustainable management. It 
also forms the basis for the development of effective strategies 
for the company’s advancement and ongoing sustainability process.

For EVN, successful stakeholder management means:
• Support for the feasibility of projects
•  Reduction of risks and image threats
•  Positive perception of the company and its activities
•  High appeal and high acceptance by internal and 

 external stakeholders

The core of EVN‘s stakeholder management is based on strong 
relationships between the managers of the various strategic busi
ness units and departments and the stakeholders and represen
tatives of these groups. The stakeholder groups relevant for EVN 
are identified, ranked by priority and reviewed every three years in 
an internal workshop. The following diagram shows EVN’s stake
holder groups in the form of an ellipse whose five dimensions 
reflect the perceived closeness to and influence on the company.

Stakeholder management

  GRI indicators: List of stakeholders (G424); Identification of 

stakeholder groups (G425)

In order to also ensure the regular inclusion of stakeholders at the 
strategic level, EVN developed a guideline for stakeholder manage
ment in 2015. Workshops were held together with the respective 
internal contact partners to identify and record the relevant com
munication activities and channels for each stakeholder group. 
Included here are:
• Projectrelated working groups
• Mediation with regional citizens’ initiatives
• Systematic surveys
• Regular newsletters and newspapers

The Executive Board and Supervisory Board is supported in the 
continuous exchange on sustainability issues by institutional
ised advisory boards such as the EVN Advisory Board for Environ
ment and Social Responsibility, the EVN Customer Advisory 
Board, the EVN Social Fund and the EVN Art Advisory Board. The 
Advisory Board for Environment and Social Responsibility includes 
independent external and internal experts as well as staff repre
sentatives. For issues involving social commitment, the Executive 
Board can draw on the knowhow of the external experts who 
are members of the EVN Social Fund. The Customer Advisory 

As a responsible energy and environmental services provider, EVN is 
 committed to ensuring wellbalanced and equal treatment of the interests 
and requirements of all stakeholder groups.

EVN’s stakeholders

Federal government
National governments

NGOs environment

NGOs social

Civil society:
social groups
interest groups
communities

Project neighbours

Market participants

Media Management
Employees

Ministries

Legislation

Associations

Owners

Supervisory Board

Interest groups

Communities
Shareholders

(Project) partners

Institutional investors

Suppliers

Government agencies

Customers:  
private customers, SMEs, 
large customers

Regional government
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Board, a further counselling body, was established in 2011 to 
intensify the dialogue with customers: its 24 members are elected 
every two years and represent the interests of customers from 
Lower Austria. The EVN Art Advisory Board deals with issues related 
to culture. EVN has also installed a structured complaint manage
ment system for customers as well as other stakeholders. Employee 
related issues are handled through extensive communications and 
cooperation between management and the works council.

 For information on the EVN Customer Advisory Board, see page 37

 For information on the EVN Social Fund, see page 47

 Also see www.evn.at/Environmental-council and  

www.evn.at/social-fund

 GRI indicator: Processes for consultation between stakeholders and 

the highest governance body (G437)

Regular surveys of current issues

The systematisation and structuring of stakeholder relationships 
requires the identification of the most important issues for 
stakeholders at regular intervals. To this end EVN has carried out 
specific stakeholder surveys since 2010. In keeping with the 
threeyear cycle, the next survey will take place in 2017. The results 
help to identify the most important sustainability topics and to 
develop a focused, strategic orientation for EVN’s sustainability 
activities. The surveys also make a valuable contribution to the early 
identification of key economic, social and ecological issues. The 
results flow directly into EVN’s strategy in the form of strategic 
areas of activity.

EVN held indepth focus group workshops in the 2015/16 busi  
ness year on the following areas of activity: “supply security”, 
“focus on customers” and “sustainable energy generation and 
climate protection”. The discussions and work at these sessions 
dealt, above all, with “customer service and ties”, “products and 
services”, “corporate strategy and goals” as well as “brands and 
brand positioning”. Overall, EVN organised two workshops with 
external stakeholders and one workshop with company managers 
and staff during the reporting year. The workshops began with 
the identification of the current status of the respective issue and 
continued with the development of a target image and measures 
to reach this target.

 GRI indicators: Definition of the report content (G418);  

Engagement of stakeholder groups and results of stakeholder 

engagement (G426 and 27)

EVN’s stakeholders and 
method of inclusion 
(selection) Surveys1)

Active and
frequent contact

Working group, 
forum,

annual meetings2)

Advisory  
committees,  

expert groups2) Supervisory Board

Employees

Customers

Suppliers

NGOs

Media

Investors

1) Employees and customers at regular intervals, stakeholders survey 2010, 2014

2) Once or twice a year or more often
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Stakeholders — Stakeholder management

Project-related integration of 
stakeholders and their interests

EVN is well aware of the social, ecological and economic impact  
of its business activities. Compliance with all relevant international 
guidelines and agreements and national legislation, above and 
beyond legal requirements, is a matter of course. A special focus is 
placed on the execution of environmental and social impact 
assessments and on proactive communications for new infrastruc
ture projects. EVN supports the early, comprehensive and open 
inclusion of stakeholders in decisionmaking processes. From small
scale hydropower plants, pipeline projects, windparks and biomass 
heating plants to waste utilisation plants – all projects are planned 
and realised with the active participation of neighbouring residents, 
citizens’ groups, NGOs, political representatives, local initiatives 
and associations. The early inclusion of these various groups creates 
the basis for broad acceptance, provides valuable information on 
the best possible resourceconserving realisation and is a decisive 
factor for planning security (“licence to operate“).

A central role in this process is played by the project communication 
unit, which was established several years ago to institutionalise 
EVN’s projectrelated stakeholder communications. This unit serves 
as the Groupwide competence centre for participation, project 
and stakeholder communications, conflict prevention and conflict 
management and, as such, maintains direct contact with the 
managers of all major infrastructure projects. With the creation of 
this unit, EVN has built a bridge between the technical, financial 
and legal requirements of projects and Group requirements for 
participation, transparency and proactive communications, on the 
one side, and the needs and viewpoints of relevant stakeholder 
groups, on the other side.

The insight gained through stakeholder communications flows  
into the extensive due diligence audits that are conducted before 
the start of a project. The results of these audits are used by  
the Executive Board and/or the Supervisory Board, depending on 
the size of the project, to evaluate the feasibility of its realisation.

 GRI indicators: Engagement of stakeholders (G426); Role of the 

highest governance body in the identification and management of 

economic, environmental and social impacts, risks, and opportunities 

(G445); Operations with implemented local community engagement, 

impact assessments, and development programmes (G4SO1); 

Operations with significant negative impacts on local communities 

(G4SO2)

Support for interest groups and 
 initiatives

EVN plays an important role in the functioning of public life through 
the operation of its infrastructure and wideranging services for 
customers. In order to fulfil these commitments as best as possible, 
EVN is an active member, on a voluntary or legally required basis, 
of numerous national and international organisations and interest 
groups, e.g. the Austrian electricity industry (Oesterreichs Energie), 
chamber institutions such as the Association of Gas and District 
Heating Supply Companies, Eurelectric, EDSO etc. 

Examples of EVN’s support for sustainabilitybased external initia
tives include, among others, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises, UN Global Compact, respACT – austrian business 
council for sustainable development and the Austrian Society for 
Environment and Technology (ÖGUT). All activities involved with 
these memberships take place in agreement with the rules of 
conduct defined by EVN’s compliance management system. In 
accordance with legal regulations, EVN is also listed in the Austrian 
lobbying and interest group register and the transparency register 
of the European Union. 

 Also see www.evn.at/EVN-Group/responsibility/CSR-strategy/

Content.aspx

 GRI indicator: Support for external initiatives (G415)
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Nearly 4.5m customers placed their trust in the secure and 
reliable energy and environmental products and services offered 
by EVN from a single hand during the 2015/16 financial year. 
Twothirds of the customers in the energy business are house
holds, while the remainder are commercial enterprises, industrial 
companies and public institutions. This broad portfolio – which 
includes electricity, natural gas, heat and drinking water as well 
as wastewater disposal, thermal waste utilisation, cable TV  
and telecommunications – helps to improve the quality of life for 
people in the countries of Central and South Eastern Europe 
where EVN is active.

 For information on the number of customers, also see page 23

Close to the customer through a 
regional presence and personal advising 

EVN’s customer service
EVN strives to develop and maintain a fair and professional part
nership with its customers. This is demonstrated, among others, 
by the customeroriented structure of its customer service: EVN is 
easily accessible throughout the entire supply area with an exten
sive network of customer centres and a telephone hotline. In 
order to ensure optimal supply security, the service centres can 
also be reached at any time of the day or night to report 
supply interruptions. 

Even closer to the customer
As an addition to the activities in the existing customer service 
centres and the EVN service centre in Wiener Neustadt that opened 
in 2011, EVN opened four further customer service centres in 
Stockerau, Horn, DeutschWagram and Tulln during the reporting 
year. These facilities bundle a broad range of services and 
products at a single location and provide customers with complete 
advice on a wide variety of subjects: 

Customers
Customers represent the focal point of all activities for EVN. This is also 
demonstrated by the high importance given to the strategic areas of 
activity “focus on customers” and “supply security” in EVN’s materiality 
matrix.

• Services related to electricity, natural gas and water (invoice 
and tariff information, registration and cancellation, etc.)

• Energy advising
• Energy efficiency products
• Energy services
• EVN Bonus World
• Kabelplus (television, internet, telephone)

Personal advising for energy efficiency
Mobile consulting teams and the staff at the EVN service centres 
provide helpful tips and valuable information on energy savings in 
personal discussions and through individual services. Examples 
of these services include the socalled “SanierService” renovation 
advice as well as assistance with the replacement of heating 
equipment and the maintenance of electrical and natural gas 
equipment, the calculation of energy consumption for the building 
certification that is required in Austria for new buildings, renova
tion and real estate sales, and support for the construction of 
photovoltaic equipment. In connection with its products, EVN 
offers technical solutions to improve energy efficiency and 
reduce energy consumption. Individual and flexible energy tariffs 
complete the offering for customers.

 For information on energy efficiency measures, also see page 52

The “EVN Bonus World” is a further initiative that offers customers 
in Lower Austria an incentive for the careful and efficient use of 
energy: electricity and natural gas customers automatically collect 
bonus points with their energy purchases or the use of EVN ser
vices, which they can trade in for price reductions on the purchase 
of energyefficient products and services. The programme was 
extended in spring 2016 based on a cooperation with the province 
of Lower Austria. Customers are given the opportunity to trade 
in bonus points for a “NiederösterreichCARD” which offers 
reduced prices for numerous attractions and popular destinations. 
This  cooperation was expanded in autumn 2016 to also include 
an attractive offer for the 10,000 CARDholders to order an 
EVN energy savings set valued at EUR 30 free of charge.
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EVN’s supply company again passed on procurement advantages 
to its household customers in 2015/16 within the framework of 
the EnergieAllianz: the 5% reduction in electricity and natural gas 
prices in October 2015 was followed by a further average reduc
tion of 7% in the natural gas working prices for households as of 
1 May 2016. In addition, the electricity and natural gas working 
prices for households were again reduced by 5% on average as of 
1 October 2016.

Numerous initiatives to combat energy poverty
EVN works to combat energy poverty with measures that provide 
specially designed support for lowincome households. The 
projects developed by EVN are implemented in cooperation with 
regional interest groups and social aid organisations to increase 
the effectiveness of the measures. For example: “Households at 
risk of poverty”, a joint project by EVN and the charity organisa
tion Caritas, was successfully continued during the reporting year. 
In accordance with the “train the trainer” principle, EVN‘s energy 
advisers equip the Caritas social counsellors with the necessary 
knowhow on energy efficiency measures, savings potential and 
possible subsidies (e.g. heating cost subsidies) so they can pro
vide onsite advice on energy savings to the individual house
holds. EVN also supports the social counsellors with consulting 
tools (e.g. guidelines and checklists) and technical aids (e.g. 
energy measurement instruments). These measures are rounded 
off with further training by EVN and joint onsite consulting. 
The specific results of this project are the cost savings realised by 
the lowincome households due to energysaving measures.

Close cooperation with customers in the international 
environmental services business
In the international environmental services business, EVN’s sub  
sidiary WTE Wassertechnik works primarily with public customers 
such as cities, municipalities and the relevant administrative 
authorities. The size and structure of the projects in this area require 
indepth exchange between EVN and its customers throughout 
all phases. As a general contractor and provider of comprehensive 
projectspecific solutions, WTE Wassertechnik serves as a commu
nicator between the various project participants and therefore 
sees not only the direct contracting entity but also all involved 
organisations as its customers. 

Customer Advisory Board

The EVN Customer Advisory Board forms the basis for an intensive 
dialogue with customers and provides an opportunity to learn 
more about customers’ opinions, concerns and needs. This direct 
exchange supports EVN’s continuous efforts to increase customer 
satisfaction. The Customer Advisory Board plays a key advisory 
role in the process, draws attention to current trends and issues, 
contributes fresh ideas and recommendations and, in this way, 
has an important influence on the design of services, products and 
communication measures at EVN.

In its two meetings with EVN employees and the Executive Board 
in 2015/16, the Lower Austrian Customer Advisory Board devel
oped recommendations for issues such as the newly opened 
service centres, the tariff information on the homepage and the 
new EVN Bonus World. 

 Also see www.evn.at/Customer-Advisory-Board

The EVN Customer Advisory Board in Bulgaria was elected for the 
second time in 2015. Two meetings have been held each year at 
different locations in the supply area since the start of the initiative, 
during which the 24 members exchanged information, criticism 
and ideas with EVN’s representatives. Specific recommendations 
were also developed for the improvement of products and services. 
In view of the positive experience in EVN’s other supply areas, 
the installation of a Customer Advisory Board is also planned for 
Macedonia.

Customer satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is an issue of great importance for EVN in 
all its markets. In addition to personal and telephone contacts with 
customers, electricity invoices that are easy to understand and 
clearly organised, detailed information on the homepage and regu
lar customer satisfaction analyses are further instruments used by 
EVN to justify customers’ farreaching trust and to meet their high 
expectations. 

Customer service plays an important role in the success of a com
pany, and EVN wants to distinguish itself from the competition 
through its strong commitment in this area. EVN underscored this 
commitment by again taking part in an international customer service 

Stakeholders — Customers
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week, which was held in Austria, Bulgaria, Macedonia and, for the 
first time, also in Croatia at the beginning of October 2016. This 
wellknown international event attracted several thousand companies 
from 40 countries worldwide and focused on the importance of 
customer satisfaction and employees in customer related business 
areas. The customer service week included internal activities in all 
countries for the employees involved in direct customer contacts and 
other staff members interested in customer service. 

Austria
EVN’s customer service in Austria received roughly 655,000 (pre
vious year: 642,000) telephone enquiries and 126,000 (previous 
year: 120,000) email enquiries during the financial year 2015/16. 
Providing the best possible service in handling these customer 
contacts is a matter of course for EVN, and systematic surveys have 
been carried out for many years to measure customer satisfaction 
and form the basis for continuous improvement. The data and 
longterm trends show the general developments in customer 
satisfaction and permit the analysis of relevant business trans
actions. The results provide valuable information on suggestions 
for improvement, which are discussed with the involved depart
ments to define approaches for future measures. 

In 2015 roughly 4,300 household customers and 1,200 commer
cial customers in Lower Austria were surveyed to determine their 
satisfaction with EVN. The overall satisfaction was rated at an 
average of 1.78 (on a fivestep scale ranging from 1 = very satisfied 
to 5 = not satisfied at all). These results almost reached the very 
good prior year value of 1.75, indicating that satisfaction remains 
at a high level. Satisfaction with EVN’s priceperformance ratio, 
an important indicator of basic customer satisfaction and loyalty, 
was rated even higher this year. Additional strengths of EVN, 
according to the surveyed customers, were the high supply security, 
good customer service over the telephone and in eliminating 
supply disruptions as well as the customer magazine “EVN Journal”.

EVN‘s Customer Loyalty Index, which is calculated on a monthly 
basis, measures customer loyalty based on various indicators. The 
goals of this strategic monitoring instrument are to recognise 
changes in customer loyalty, identify the causes and react quickly 
with suitable measures. This monitoring indicated particularly 
strong loyalty among customers with a detailed knowledge of 
EVN’s supplementary services.

A quality improvement programme has been in place for many 
years to verify compliance with internal quality standards in 

responding to customer enquiries and complaints. An external 
 market research institute contacts customers and asks them to 
report their experiences with EVN’s customer orientation and 
service quality. A total of 1,850 telephone and personal mystery 
shopping tests were carried out during the reporting year. This 
review was designed to analyse the quality of services under 
specific scenarios and identify opportunities for improvement 
that can be transformed into concrete measures. 

Bulgaria and Macedonia
The customer service staff at EVN Bulgaria responded to roughly 
487,000 (previous year: 547,000) telephone enquiries and 
nearly 23,100 (previous year: 22,000) email enquiries in 2015/16. 
The comparable figures for EVN Macedonia were approximately 
424,000 (previous year: 444,600) telephone enquiries and 
48,638 (previous year: 36,700) email enquiries.

In Bulgaria, the customer survey based on the net promoter score 
method was continued in the financial year 2015/16. Its goal is 
to evaluate customer satisfaction and loyalty based on the proba
bility of recommendations. The survey was carried out by the 
call centre staff of EVN Bulgaria and covered roughly 2,800 cus
tomers. It focused on issues such as new connections, customer 
service, remote reading, services and the elimination of supply 
disruptions. The results were used to implement organisational 
improvements.

In Macedonia, 4,751 interviews (previous year: 6,350) and 
1,521 mystery shopping tests (previous year: 1,350) were carried 
out during the reporting year to evaluate customer satisfaction. 
The results of these surveys and additional internal quality analyses 
were integrated directly in improvement and optimisation 
programmes. 

 GRI indicator: Surveys on customer satisfaction (G4PR5)

EVN Bulgaria continued its “EVN next to you” customer satisfaction 
programme, which organises meetings between representatives 
of EVN Bulgaria and its customers in their home cities and villages. 
These meetings give customers a platform to discuss basic concerns 
and problems in their respective region with qualified EVN contact 
partners.

 GRI indicator: Operations with implemented local community 

engagement, impact assessments, and development programmes 

(G4SO1)
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Stakeholders — Customers

Supply security with electricity:  
efficient infrastructure and access to 
basic supplies

As a network operator, EVN feels responsible for providing the 
customers in its supply areas with reliable access to energy. The 
company therefore follows an investment policy that is concen
trated on protecting supply security through the construction and 
maintenance of reliable networks.

Efficiency of long-distance lines and distribution networks
Network losses
EVN’s focus in Lower Austria is on the expansion and stabilisation 
of the network infrastructure, while activities in Bulgaria and 
Macedonia are concentrated on the further reduction of network 
losses. Since market entry, network losses have been cut steadily 
from 20% in 2004/05 to a recent level of roughly 9% in Bulgaria 
and from 25% in 2005/06 to approximately 15% in Macedonia. 
In Austria, network losses remain stable at approximately 4%.1)

1) A direct comparison of network losses is not possible due to the differences in the 

customer and network structures in EVN’s various supply areas.

Electricity disruptions1)

The mean supply interruption – which was calculated according  
to the System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) – 
equalled 0.71 for the 2015 calendar year (previous year: 0.83).  
A SAIFI value of 0.71 means that EVN’s customers experience less 
than one power failure per year. The average annualised duration 
of unplanned power interruptions, as calculated according to the 
System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), equalled 
25.70 minutes in the 2015 calendar year (previous year: 51.9 min
utes), which is lower than the Austrian average of 27.18 minutes 
(previous year: 33.26 minutes).  Information is not provided on 
SAIDI and SAIFI at EVN’s locations in South Eastern Europe because 
a clear data base is not avail able for the necessary calculations.
1) Source: Energie Control-Austria, breakdown and disruption statistics –  

results for 2014 and 2015.

 
  GRI indicators: Efficiency of longdistance lines and distribution 

networks (EU12); Frequency and duration of power failures 

(EU28 and 29)

Availability of EVN’s power plants
Uninterrupted operations and the technical safety of EVN’s power 
plants represent key requirements for ensuring reliable electrical 

energy supplies. Regular inspection and maintenance procedures, 
which involve planned and coordinated downtime, are carried out 
to maintain this essential status. EVN’s gasfired power plants in 
Korneuburg and Theiss achieved full availability in 2015/16, with 
the exception of scheduled inspections and marginal unplanned 
downtime (0.1% – 0.7%). The unplanned downtimes at the 
coalfired power plants in Dürnrohr and DuisburgWalsum equalled 
0.2% and 10.7%, respectively. EVN’s windparks were in service 
96.4% of the time during the reporting year, whereby these 
windpark statistics do not differentiate between scheduled and 
unscheduled downtime.

  GRI indicator: Average availability of power plants (EU30)

Electricity disconnections due to payment arrears
EVN offers individual support and instalment payment options for 
customers who are unable to pay their bills on time. The past years 
were, however, still characterised by inconsistent payment behaviour 
and the frequent inability to meet scheduled payments, especially in 
Bulgaria and Macedonia. In 2015/16 the collection rate nevertheless 
reached 99.6% in Bulgaria and 93.0% in Macedonia. In spite of its 
high commitment to social responsibility, EVN is forced to interrupt 
energy supplies when payment arrears extend over a longer period 
of time. The number of disconnections remained stable at a low 
level in Austria, but EVN was required to take this final step more 
frequently in Bulgaria and Macedonia – where, in contrast to 
Austria, meters are read and invoices are sent on a monthly basis.1) 
Supply interruptions are generally reversed within 24 hours in all of 
EVN’s supply areas after the required payments are made or an 
extension or instalment payment agreement is concluded. 
1) The general statistics on electricity disconnections are based on the network supply 

area and not on individual suppliers because the network operators are technically 

responsible for disconnecting the service at the supplier’s request. This form of data 

collection distorts the statistics, which are therefore not presented.

EVN has introduced numerous measures in the past to help cus
tomers meet their payment obligations on time. For example, 
customers in Bulgaria can receive email or text message remind
ers on the approaching end of the payment period to avoid discon
nections due to unintentional late payments. If a customer still 
fails to pay within the designated period, he or she is reminded by 
email, text message or via the customer portal on EVN Bulgaria’s 
website at least three days before service is disconnected. Recently 
EVN also placed a special focus on the reliable delivery of invoices 
and simple payment procedures. 

 GRI indicator: Electricity disconnections due to payment arrears (EU27)
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Product responsibility

Principles
Similar to the corporate policy statement and the environmental 
policy statement, the principles of product responsibility represent 
an integral part of EVN’s central mission statements. This under
scores their key importance in the Group’s value hierarchy. The 
EVN key values – ensure, encourage, enable – also highlight the 
importance of the EVN brand promise, which can only be met 
with the commitment of all employees. 

 Also see www.responsibility.evn.at

In the energy business, EVN offers a broad range of specially 
designed solutions. The options allow customers to choose the 
best model for their particular needs from various tariffs that 
offer, for example, fixed or variable energy prices or electricity 
from 100% renewable sources or from biogas.

Product and service labelling
In accordance with electricity labelling regulations, EVN’s customer 
invoices in Austria include information on the origin of the elec
tricity supplies as well as the environmental impact (CO2 emissions 
and radioactive waste) of their generation. A review by KPMG 
Austria GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungs und Steuerberatungs
gesellschaft, Vienna, of the electricity labelling on the invoices 

issued by EVN Energievertrieb GmbH & Co KG confirmed the proof 
of Austrian origin for all electricity volumes delivered in 2014/15. 
The comparative data for 2016 will only be available after the 
editorial deadline for this annual report.

The labelling calculation was converted to calendar years as of 
31 December 2015. The environmental impact of the supply mix 
used by EVN Energievertrieb GmbH & Co KG in 2015 totalled 
201.76 g/kWh of CO2 emissions (2013/14: 116.46 g/kWh) and 
0 mg/kWh (2013/14: 0 mg/kWh) of radioactive waste. Since the 
production and sale of electricity generated by nuclear power 
plants is a controversial issue in public opinion, EVN has been 
committed for many years to an energy mix without any nuclear 
generated or grey electricity.

 For information on electricity procurement in Bulgaria and Macedonia, 

see page 69

 GRI indicators: Product information (G4PR3); Sale of banned or 

disputed products (G4PR6)

Customer health and safety
The responsible approach followed by EVN along the entire value 
chain minimises the potential risks associated with the impact of 
the company’s products on health and safety. Quality management 
plays an important role in this process through its focus on the 

1) Assumptions: household with an annual consumption of 3,500 kWh

Electricity price structure
in Lower Austria1)

%

as at 01.10.2015
as at 01.10.2016

   32.4

   35.1

   29.0

   27.5

   38.6

   37.4

Network costs

Taxes and 
duties

Energy costs

1) Assumptions: household with an annual consumption of 20,000 kWh

Natural gas price structure
in Lower Austria1)

% 

as at 01.10.2015
as at 01.10.2016

   33.2

   29.6

   23.6

   23.4

Network costs

Taxes and 
duties

Energy costs    43.2

   47.0
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Stakeholders — Customers

definition of and compliance with high standards for the (further) 
development of the product portfolio, innovation, research and 
development activities as well as processes for the certification, 
manufacture, production, distribution, marketing, sales promotion, 
use, maintenance, disposal and recycling of products. All catego
ries of products and services are continuously monitored with respect 
to customer satisfaction, health and safety based on comprehen
sive quality assurance procedures.

 GRI indicator: Effects on health and safety throughout the product life 

cycle (G4PR1)

Despite the extensive safety precautions taken by the company, 
failure to comply with the related safety instructions can lead 
to accidents. During the reporting year, two noncompany persons 
working in the supply area of Netz Niederösterreich GmbH came 
in contact with an overhead line while unloading sewage sludge 
and while working on a crane, but sustained no visible injuries.

 GRI indicator: Injuries and fatalities of individuals (customers, 

neighbours, general public; EU25)
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all during the third quarter of the year – by both the US benchmark 
index Dow Jones, which rose by 12.4% from October 2015 to 
September 2016, and the German benchmark index DAX, which 
increased 8.8% during the same period. Vienna’s benchmark index 
ATX was also positive with an overall increase of 7.9%, above all 
due to sound performance at the end of the reporting period. 
In contrast, the DJ Euro Stoxx Utilities, the relevant industry index 
for EVN, rose by only 1.2%. The EVN share countered this develop
ment and followed the overall Austrian trend with a plus of 7.1%. 
The average daily turnover in EVN shares equalled 26,031 in 2015/16 
(single counting). That represents an annual trading volume of 
EUR 65.8m (single counting) for EVN’s shares on the Vienna Stock 
Exchange and 0.24% of the total trading volume.

Share buyback programme
The 87th Annual General Meeting on 21 January 2016 prematurely 
terminated the share buyback programme that began on 16 Janu
ary 2014 and approved a new share buyback programme. This new 
programme is based on the authorisation of the Executive Board 
to repurchase the company’s bearer shares during a period of 
30 months (i) for distribution to employees of the company or its 
subsidiaries and (ii) in accordance with § 65 (1) no. 8 of the Austrian 
Stock Corporation Act (acquisition with no specific purpose) at 
an amount equalling up to 10% of the share capital of EVN. On 
21 January 2016 the Executive Board voted to utilise this authori
sation for a share buyback programme covering a period ending 
on 31 October 2016. A total of 90,000 shares, representing 0.05% 
of share capital were repurchased from 28 January to 30 Septem
ber 2016 within the context of this new share buyback programme. 
EVN held 2,036,069 treasury shares as of 30 September 2016, 
including the shares repurchased in earlier years, which represent 
1.1% of share capital.

On 5 October 2016 the Executive Board approved the premature 
termination of the current share buyback programme. The authori
sation of the 87th Annual General Meeting of EVN AG remains 
intact and is still valid.

Investor relations

EVN’s capital market activities are based on a commitment to 
providing timely, transparent, understandable and substantial 
information. Investor relations activities are focused, in particular, 
on systematic and active communication with all capital market 
participants. These communications include quarterly telephone 
conferences in connection with the publication of results as well as 
regular meetings with analysts and investors at international road 
shows and investor conferences. EVN believes in tailoring its 
communication media to the different needs of the various stake
holder groups and gives special attention to sustainability oriented 
investors and their information requirements. In this way, the 
Executive Board and the investor relations team pursue the goal 
of continuously improving the awareness of and understanding  
for EVN and strengthening the longterm confidence in the  
EVN share. 

Numerous international banks publish regular analyses on EVN, 
which cover the development of business and recommendations 
for the price potential of the share. As of 30 September 2016, 
the EVN share had four “buy“ and two “hold” recommendations 
with an average target price of EUR 12.00.

 Also see www.investor.evn.at

The EVN share

Market environment and performance
Developments on the international stock markets were generally 
positive during the 2015/16 financial year. A weak phase at the 
beginning of 2016 and increased volatility were combined with 
shortterm losses that resulted from the June referendum over the 
exit of the United Kingdom from the European Union. This was 
followed by sound performance on the key stock markets, above 

Shareholders and investors
EVN works to strengthen the longterm confidence in its share and bonds 
with active communication, target grouporiented information for all 
 capital market participants and consistent dividends. These efforts are 
further supported by ratings in the good investment grade area.
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Treasury shares

32.0%

15.9%

51.0%

1.1%

Free float

NÖ Landes- 
Beteiligungsholding GmbH

EnBW Trust e.V.

 Also see page 106

 GRI indicator: Nature of ownership and legal form (G47)

Strategy for the use of financial resources and dividend
EVN‘s strategy for the use of its financial resources includes estab
lishing a balance between its investment projects and attractive 
dividends for shareholders. This strategy is reflected in a targeted 
payout ratio equalling approximately 40% of Group net result 
over the long term. The 87th Annual General Meeting on 21 Janu
ary 2016 approved a dividend of EUR 0.42 per eligible share, or 
EUR 74.7m in total, to the shareholders of EVN AG for the 2014/15 
financial year. The exdividend day was 27 January 2016, and 
payment was made to shareholders on 29 January 2016.

The Executive Board will make a recommendation to the 
88th Annual General Meeting on 19 January 2017, calling for  
the payment of a dividend of EUR 0.42 per eligible share for 
the 2015/16 financial year.

EVN share 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Share price at 30 September EUR 10.56 9.85 10.13

Highest price EUR 10.60 10.56 12.50

Lowest price EUR 9.65 9.50 9.76

Price performance % 7.1 –2.7 –10.3

Total shareholder return % 11.4 1.5 –6.6

ATX performance % 7.9 1.2 –12.8

Dow Jones Euro Stoxx Utilities performance % 1.2 –15.7 23.2

Value of shares traded1) EURm 65.8 79.2 120.4

Average daily turnover1) Shares 26,031 31,598 45,167

Share of total turnover1) % 0.24 0.29 0.53

Market capitalisation at 30 September EURm 1,899 1,773 1,821

ATX weighting % 0.93 0.97 0.87

WBI (Vienna Stock Exchange Index) weighting % 2.21 2.21 2.29

Earnings per share2) EUR 0.88 0.83 –1.68

Dividend per share EUR 0.423) 0.42 0.42

Cash flow per share2)4) EUR 3.03 2.46 1.90

Book value per share2) EUR 15.59 14.56 14.80

Price/earnings per share X 12.0 11.8 –

Price/cash flow per share4) X 3.5 4.0 5.3

Price/book value per share X 0.7 0.8 0.8

Dividend yield % 4.0 4.3 4.1

Payout ratio % 47.7 50.4 –

1) Vienna Stock Exchange, single counting

2) Shares outstanding at 30 September

3) Proposal to the Annual General Meeting 

4) Gross cash flow

Stakeholders — Shareholders and investors
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The EVN bonds

Financing strategy
The diversification of financing instruments and partners is a key 
component of EVN’s financing strategy. Good business relations 
with regional, international and multilateral banks are therefore 
particularly important, as is flexible access to national and interna
tional investors over the capital market. The basis is formed by 
EVN’s established presence on the debt markets, the external 
ratings issued by Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s and the existing 
framework documentation (debt issuance programme) for capital 
market issues. This framework documentation was renewed 
in January 2016 and supports issue volumes of up to EUR 2.0bn. 
Bonds and private placements with a total volume of approxi
mately EUR 680.0m were outstanding as of 30 September 2016 
within the context of the debt issuance programme.

 Also see page 172f

The outstanding bonds, private placements and promissory note 
loans have a balanced maturity profile which ranges from 2017 
to 2032. A private placement with a nominal value of EUR 28.5m 
which was scheduled for repayment in 2015/16 was financed 
from operating cash flow. There were no new issues during the 
reporting year.

Credit assessments by rating agencies
EVN undergoes regular independent credit evaluations by the 
international Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s rating agencies. Both 
agencies confirmed their ratings in 2015/16 in connection with 
their annual updates. Moody’s confirmed its A3 rating (stable out
look) in February 2016, and Standard & Poor’s retained its BBB+ 
rating (stable outlook) at the beginning of April. Consequently, EVN 
continues to meet its goal to maintain a rating in the good 
investment grade area.
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EVN carries shared responsibility for the social development of its 
markets and has an influence on local stakeholders through numer-
ous economic connections. The management approach defined 
in EVN’s Code of Conduct covers all social aspects of the business 
related to governance, compliance, corporate ethics, the preven-
tion of corruption, public appearance and competitive behaviour. 
All new projects go through environmental and social impact 
assessments that also include relevant social aspects.

EVN has prepared comprehensive crisis, emergency and contin-
gency plans and implemented training programmes for major 
segments of its business activities, especially for risk scenarios that 
may affect the population. Crisis situations are simulated regularly 
at all EVN locations, and internal and external training sessions 
on crisis management are also held in Lower Austria. The emergency 
staff receive regular training, while duty personnel take part in 
annual training courses and all employees attend annual security 
training courses. Crisis management systems have also been 
implemented in Bulgaria and Macedonia. 

Ethics and integrity

EVN places great importance on the integrity and legally compliant 
behaviour of its employees and business partners. The Code of 
Conduct with its ten subject areas forms the basis for all compli-
ance measures in the Group. It covers corporate principles that 
extend beyond legal requirements and defines behavioural 
guidelines for EVN’s employees. Reference points are established 
for day-to-day business activities based on reliability, transparency, 
trust and quality in interactions with internal and external partners. 
These rules are aimed at encouraging responsible, self-reliant 
actions by employees. The EVN Code of Conduct is regularly 
adapted to reflect current developments, above all changes in 
legal requirements, and is available in German, English and the 
languages of the foreign subsidiaries. It is based on internal 
management directives and applicable national laws as well as 
international regulations that include the OECD guidelines and 
agreements, the UN Global Compact and policy statements and 
principles issued by the International Labour Organization (ILO).

Society

 Also see www.evn.at/Code-of-conduct.aspx

 GRI indicator: Values, principles, and norms of behaviour (G4-56)

Compliance management
The Corporate Compliance Management Department (CCM), a 
staff department reporting directly to the Executive Board, was 
created in 2012/13 to develop, operate and improve the Compli-
ance Management System (CMS). The CMS defines a standardised 
framework for the entire Group, which is designed to support 
employees in honest and legally compliant behaviour in everyday 
business activities. 

The CCM staff was expanded in 2015/16 to include a data  
protection expert in preparation for implementation of the EU Data 
Protection Directive in 2018. The installation of a data protection 
management system (DMS) will enable
• the creation of organisational and process structures for data 

protection, 
• the preparation, further development and monitoring of 

internal data protection guidelines, and
• the coordination, training and support for employees involved 

with the DMS. 

 Also see page 84f

 GRI indicator: Internal and external mechanisms for compliance and 

integrity (G4-57)

Compliance training
EVN has carried out a programme for the extensive training of 
employees on ethical and legally correct behaviour since 2013/14. 
A compliance box was developed for this purpose. EVN’s Code 
of Conduct forms the basis for these training sessions, which last at 
least 2.5 hours. Compliance training courses were held for over 
550 employees and managers in four different languages and five 
countries during the reporting year.

 GRI indicators: Total hours of employee training on human rights 

policies or procedures (G4-HR2); Anti-corruption measures trainings 

(G4-SO4)

As an international company that is deeply rooted in its home region, 
EVN is deeply committed to social responsibility. The company’s aim is to 
achieve a balance between economic, ecological and social viewpoints.
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Continuing development of compliance management
The EVN experts review new compliance-relevant content and 
issues on a regular basis. This information is integrated in the 
compliance box, where necessary, based on a risk assessment. 
Additional support is provided for issues with a high risk exposure 
in special training courses. In addition to information on the 
EVN Intranet, e-learning modules are also available to all employ-
ees as a means of strengthening their awareness for compliance 
and reinforcing the course content. Special courses are also 
offered for managing directors, managers of infrastructure pro-
jects and salespersons. 

Prevention of non-compliance
Non-compliance is designated as a risk factor in EVN’s internal 
risk management system, and appropriate instructions have been 
issued for all Group companies based on the EVN Code of 
Conduct. In addition, the internal audit department also reviews 
compliance- related requirements and rules during its project 
audits. Group employees have had access to a whistle-blowing 
platform in the EVN Intranet since 2014/15, which permits the 
confidential and anonymous reporting of concerns related to 
unethical or illegal actions. The reporting procedures are available 
to employees in the EVN Intranet and to business partners via     
designated e-mail addresses (e.g. compliance@evn.at). A Group 
directive defines the procedures for dealing with the reported 
concerns and protecting the whistle-blower against reprisals. 

Non-compliance represents a breach of the employees’ responsi-
bilities and may lead to consequences under criminal law. Con-
firmed suspicions would result in prosecution under labour and/or 
civil law, depending on the severity of the case and the scope of 
the damage. Therefore, employees who unintentionally come into 
conflicts of interest or loyalty during the course of their work 
are advised to contact EVN’s compliance officer directly and with-
out delay. Two suspected violations of the Code of Conduct 
(relating to procurement and a customer complaint) were reported 
through the whistle-blowing system during the reporting year. 
An internal investigation did not confirm these suspicions.

 GRI indicators: Reporting concerns related to integrity (G4-58); 

Examination of corruption risks (G4-SO3); Anti-corruption measures 

(G4-SO5)

Human rights
EVN is committed to the unlimited protection of human rights 
in all areas of its activities. Compliance with human rights 
principles is the responsibility of the Executive Board, which is 
supported by the EVN compliance officer. An important tool 

for this protection is the inclusion of human rights clauses in 
contracts. These clauses cover investment and procurement 
practices, equal opportunity, freedom of assembly, right of collec-
tive negotiations, the abolishment of child labour and forced 
labour, complaint procedures, safety measures and the rights of 
indigenous people.

Review of compliance
The principles specified in the EVN Code of Conduct are binding 
for all employees and available to the general public. Since EVN 
requires the same strict compliance with its principles and values 
from suppliers and service providers, these firms are required to 
comply with EVN’s integrity clause. Sampling procedures are 
used to audit the human rights performance of suppliers in their 
business relations with the EVN Group.

 For EVN’s integrity clause for suppliers, see page 69f

 GRI indicators: Investment agreements with human rights clauses 

(G4-HR1); Number of reviews concerning the compliance with human 

rights and/or impact assessments (G4-HR9) 

Special emphasis is placed on the protection of human rights with 
regard to the employment of security personnel, especially at 
EVN’s business locations in South Eastern Europe. Consequently, 
security personnel – either employed staff or external firms – 
are trained in the human rights aspects of the EVN Code of Conduct 
and the integrity clause. Human rights violations by security per-
sonnel can therefore be ruled out almost completely and are strictly 
sanctioned.

 GRI indicator: Training for security personnel on the issue of human 

rights (G4-HR7)

Rights of EVN’s employees and suppliers
For EVN and its subsidiaries at all locations, the right of free 
assembly and collective negotiation represents a cornerstone for 
the implementation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
as well as the core work norms of the International Labour 
Organization (ILO). This right also forms an integral part of EVN’s 
integrity clause. EVN and its subsidiaries do not conduct any 
business activities that could endanger the free exercise of employee 
rights, in particular the freedom of assembly and collective 
negotiation. These rights are guaranteed by law in Austria and the 
other EU countries. In addition to the works council in the Austrian 
Group companies, EVN also supported the founding of an 
EU works council to monitor compliance with these and other 
human and employee rights at the Group’s facilities in the EU.
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Stakeholders — Society

An analysis of the countries or geographical regions in which 
EVN’s international subsidiaries operate concluded that Russia is 
the only business location outside the EU to be classified by 
the authoritative institutions as a risk country for human rights. 
EVN therefore conducted extensive research into human rights 
compliance in these risk countries and intensified its own fur-
ther education in this field. In the course of the internal training 
sessions on the EVN Code of Conduct, the department also 
ensures that the management of the Russian subsidiaries and 
facilities were made aware of the need to pay particular attention 
to compliance with human and employee rights. Assessments 
and feedback indicated that these rights are not endangered by 
the business activities of EVN or its subsidiaries in Russia. As a 
further precautionary measure to protect human and employee 
rights, EVN evaluates the relevant risks prior to the start of each 
international project.

  GRI indicator: Right to association and collective bargaining (G4-HR4)

As one of the key elements of international treaties, national 
social legislation, social guidelines and the ILO core work norms, 
equal treatment is a central factor for EVN’s positioning as a 
responsible employer. Any discrimination would be condemned 
and sanctioned under EVN’s compliance guidelines and personnel 
statutes. No incidents of discrimination on the grounds of ethnic, 
national or social origin, skin colour, gender, sexual orientation, 
religion or political orientation were reported during 2015/16.

 For more information on the application of EVN’s integrity clause for 

suppliers and service providers, see page 69f

  GRI indicator: Number of incidents of discrimination and actions  

taken (G4-HR3)

Creation of value for society

As a listed company and as a provider of energy and environmental 
services, EVN generates numerous direct and indirect positive 
effects for the society in its supply areas. EVN makes a direct finan-
cial contribution to the economies in which it operates through 
salaries, payments to suppliers, dividends and taxes.

 Key figures on EVN can be found on the front flap of this report and 

on page 92ff

EVN Social Fund
EVN also meets its responsibility to its various stakeholder groups 
through numerous initiatives outside the operating business. The 
EVN Social Fund, which has an annual endowment of EUR 100,000, 
supports institutions in Lower Austria that work with children and 
adolescents. Decisions on the projects to be sponsored are taken 
based on a criteria catalogue by an expert committee that meets 
twice each year. Their recommendations for the use of funds are 
made unanimously to the Executive Board and led to the selection 
of 14 projects with a total value of EUR 95,475 during the 
reporting year.

  Also see www.evn.at/Social-fund

EVN is also active outside its home market of Lower Austria and 
provides support, above all, for day care centres, children’s homes 
and schools in Bulgaria, Macedonia and Croatia. For example,  
the campaign “EVN for Bulgaria 2015” focused on volunteer 
activities by employees. Supported by the company, more than 
420 employees took part in 60 voluntary initiatives at 28 villages 
and towns in southeast Bulgaria. Support was provided, among 
others, for family-like accommodations for children, senior 
citizens’ residences, centres for handicapped children, day care 
facilities, schools, a centre for refugees, community centres, 
theatres and museums.

 GRI indicators: Indirect economic impacts (G4-EC8);  

Directly generated and distributed economic value (G4-EC1)

Investments and services in the public interest
EVN invested EUR 315.4m (previous year: EUR 322.7m) in the 
expansion and modernisation of its infrastructure and generation 
plants during 2015/16. Most of these investments are intended 
to improve supply security and are therefore in the public interest. 
In addition, many of the EVN power plants are open for visits by 
the general public. For example, the nuclear power plant in 
 Zwentendorf which never went into operation is available for 
tours and for educational and training purposes by private 
persons and companies. EVN’s commitment to social responsibil-
ity is also visible in special projects for children and young people 
on the many subjects related to energy and its responsible use. 

  Also see www.youngenergy.at (available in German only)

 GRI indicator: Infrastructure investments and services primarily in  

the public interest (G4-EC7)
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Nuclear power plant 
Zwentendorf

Dürnrohr/Zwentendorf  
Waste incineration plant

Theiss power plant

Ottenstein power plant

2013/14

30,247

15,697

6,373

7,787

390

30,249

27,531

2014/15 2015/16

12,726 12,409

7,488
6,590

8,105

7,332

1,930

1,200

Visitors to the EVN information centres

Public subsidies
EVN invested EUR 1.6m (thereof 14.4% from public funding) in 
innovation, development, and research projects during the report-
ing year. In cases where individual laws allow for the utilisation of 
incentives, e.g. the Green Electricity Act or research and develop-
ment tax credits, EVN evaluates the related conditions and applies 
for financial support for specific projects where possible.

 For innovation, development and research projects, see page 100

 GRI indicator: Government financial assistance (G4-EC4)

Proceedings, fines and sanctions

The Bulgarian Commission for Protection of Competition initiated 
legal proceedings against EVN Bulgaria EP, EVN Bulgaria EC, 
EVN TSEE and EVN Bulgaria to evaluate the possible infringement 
of legal regulations. These proceedings involved allegations of 
insufficient support and the obstruction of the registration process 
on the free market as well as the change of suppliers. The 
proceedings before this commission are still pending. The Bulgarian 
Commission for the Protection of Competition also initiated eight 
other proceedings against EVN Bulgaria EC and EVN Bulgaria EP, 
which are based on possible violations of Article 15 (unlawful 
agreements, resolutions and concerted practices) and Article 21 
(misuse of a monopoly or controlling market position) of the 
Bulgarian Competitive Protection Act.

In seven of the proceedings, the commission decided that 
EVN Bulgaria EC and EVN Bulgaria EP acted in agreement with all 
legal requirements. Two of these decisions are legally binding, 
while the plaintiffs have filed appeals against five other decisions. 
A violation of competition law was determined in one case, and 
EVN Bulgaria EP has appealed this decision.
 
The antimonopoly commission in Moscow (FAS) issued a legally 
binding directive that declared a 1 June 2010 decision by the 
city government to be in violation of competitive law. The original 
decision by the city government transferred the MPZ1 waste 
incineration plant to the investor EVN and also required and autho-
rised an increase in the capacity to 700,000 tonnes per year. This 
decision shall be final and binding.

 GRI indicator: Lawsuits in consequence of anti-competition practice, 

cartel or monopoly formation (G4-SO7)
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In March 2014, the Bulgarian State Energy and Water Regulatory 
Commission (EWRC/the regulatory authority) started administrative 
proceedings to revoke EVN Bulgaria EC’s licence. This action was 
justified by reference to EVN Bulgaria EC’s offset of certain receiv-
ables due from the national electricity company Natsionalna 
Elektricheska Kompania EAD (NEK), which the regulatory authority 
claimed led to the reduction of NEK’s cash reserves and impaired 
the company’s ability to meet its legal obligations. A decision by 
the court of arbitration of the Bulgarian Chamber of Industry 
and Commerce on 15 September 2016 confirmed that the offset 
of receivables due from NEK by EVN Bulgaria EC was justified.

The EWRC also carried out investigations at EVN Bulgaria EP in 
connection with various violations. Most of the fines involved 
violations of the requirements to maintain records on the installa-
tion of commercial metering devices (CMD). The alleged viola-
tions are based, for example, on the absence of signatures by 
customers, witnesses or employees of EVN Bulgaria EP on these 
records. As a result of the audit, the regulatory authority has 
imposed fines in 304 cases to date for a total of BGN 6.08m 
(EUR 3.10m).  EVN  Bulgaria EP has filed appeals against all of these 
fines with the responsible Bulgarian court: 103 judgments were 
reversed, 172 were confirmed and the remaining proceedings are 
currently pending.

 GRI indicators: Fines/sanctions as a result of illegal activities (G4-SO8); 

Incidents of non-compliance with product safety and customer health 

requirements (G4-PR2); Fines for non-compliance with laws and 

regulations concerning the provision and use of products and services 

(G4-PR9)
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Organisation of environmental  
management at EVN

The staff department for environmental protection and controlling, 
which reports directly to the Executive Board, is responsible for 
recording and analysing the ecological impact of the company’s 
activities with regard to the use of resources, energy and water 
consumption, emissions, biodiversity, transport, wastewater  
and waste. Based on its analyses, the department supports the  
operating units in preventing or minimising their effects on 
the environment. It therefore plays a central role in the manage-
ment of sustainability issues at EVN, above all in the areas of 
“environ mental protection and resource conservation” and 
“sustainable energy generation and climate protection” as shown 
on the EVN materiality matrix.

EVN’s fundamental goals and values for these areas are defined in 
the environmental policy statement. It includes, for example, 
 standards for the minimisation of environmental influence, resource 
conservation through the use of state-of-the-art environmental 
engineering and the continuous improvement of environmental 
performance.

 Also see www.evn.at/environmental-policy-statement

 EMAS certification

EVN’s environmental management system – which, 
as an integrated management system, also includes 
occupational safety standards – is certified accord-
ing to ISO 14001 and EMAS (Eco-Management and 
Audit Scheme). These certifications cover the 
thermal power plants in Lower Austria as well as 
49 heat generation plants. In 2015/16 the thermal 
waste utilisation plant in Zwentendorf/Dürnrohr was 
also audited under ISO 14001 and EMAS and is expected  
to be included in the EMAS register at the end of 2016.

Environment and climate
Careful interaction with natural resources and an active contribution to 
climate protection have high priority for EVN. It is no coincidence that two 
key issues on EVN’s materiality matrix are directed exactly to these issues.

The Advisory Committee for Environmental and Social Responsi-
bility – its 28 members advise the Executive Board on environmental 
and sustainability issues – was reconstituted in spring 2016. The 
first meeting of the newly constituted committee took place in 
autumn 2016.

 Also see www.evn.at/Environmental-council

Sustainable energy generation and 
climate protection

Emissions
Direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions
The direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions in this chapter 
are calculated according to the rules and factors defined in  
the EU Emission Trading Guideline for the individual countries and 
cover all CO2 emissions. The calculation is based on the primary 
energy carriers used and the given emission factors. The allo ca tion 
of emissions to the individual categories (scopes) follows the 
recommendations issued by the Greenhouse Gas Protocol 
(GHG Protocol) of the World Resource Institute (WRI). 

The absolute volume of direct greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1) 
totalled 3,076,337 t CO2 in 2015/16 (previous year: 
2,396,633 t CO2). The increase resulted from the significantly 
higher demand for thermal production to support network 
stabilisation.

Measures to reduce greenhouse gas relevant emissions
EVN is continuously investing in projects to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. These investments help to meet the strategic goal 
for raising the share of environmentally friendly energy genera-
tion through the further expansion of renewable generation 
capacity, above all from wind and biomass.
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Measure Annual CO2 savings

Expansion of windpower plants

Commissioning in 2015/16 approx. 28,200 t CO2

Planned commissioning by 2017/18 approx. 67,000 t CO2

Expansion of biomass plants

Commissioning in 2015/16 approx. 1,900 t CO2

Planned commissioning by 2016/17 approx. 7,500 t CO2

Efficiency of EVN’s power plants
The average efficiency level (per cent of the actual transformation 
of fuel into electricity or heat) of EVN’s natural gas-fired power 
plants in Austria and Bulgaria in 2015/16 equalled 55.1%1) 
(previous year: 70.4%). This decline was due to maintenance and 
repair works at the Theiss power plant. The comparable value 
for EVN’s coal-fired power plants averaged 51.9% (previous year: 
53.6%).
1) Value weighted by capacity

 GRI indicator: Efficiency (EU11)

Indirect GHG emissions (Scope 2)1) 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Austria and Germany t CO2  151,266  126,222 110,248 

Bulgaria t CO2  50,723  52,782 53,374 

Macedonia t CO2  3,924  3,933 4,051 

Total t CO2  205,913  182,937 167,674 

t CO2 /GWh  340.12  336.27 358.79 

1) Indirect emissions (Scope 2) are emissions attributed to the volumes of electricity, heat and cooling used by EVN and the emissions attributed to their 

production.

Direct GHG emissions (Scope 1)1) 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Austria and Germany t CO2  2,921,473 2,232,258 2,058,900 

Bulgaria t CO2  152,677 162,109 154,198 

Macedonia t CO2  2,187 2,266 2,465 

Total t CO2  3,076,337 2,396,633 2,215,563

t CO2 /GWh  381.37 334.31 336.21

1) EVN’s direct emissions (Scope 1) include the CO2 emissions from its own plants and facilities, which result from the use of primary energy carriers  

(hard coal, natural gas, crude oil) for energy generation and from its own use and transportation (fuels). 

Other indirect GHG emissions (Scope 3)1) 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Total t CO2 6,024,556 6,376,738 7,045,323

t CO2 /GWh 329.36 302.53 318.76

1) Scope 3 emissions include further indirect emissions, which arise in the supply chain (emissions from the extraction and transport of primary energy carriers) 

through the electricity and natural gas sold to and used by end customers and from the travel by EVN employees with public transportation.

Intensity of GHG emissions1) 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Total CO2 emissions t CO2 /GWh 397.29 378.82  385.97   

1) Total specific emissions from Scope 1–3 in relation to the sales volumes of electricity and natural gas (18,292 GWh of electricity and 5,134 GWh natural gas 

for 2015/16)

Stakeholders — Environment and climate
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 GRI indicators: Direct greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1) (G4-EN15); 

Indirect greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 2 and 3) (G4-EN16, 

G4-EN17); Intensity of greenhouse gas emissions (G4-EN18); 

Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (G4-EN19);  

NOx, SOx and other significant air emissions (G4-EN21)

Environmental protection and  
resource conservation

Energy efficiency measures and the responsible use  
of energy
EVN has always placed high priority on measures to improve  
the efficiency of its operations and reduce the emissions from 
production, energy procurement and customer usage. As an 
energy supplier in Austria, EVN has also been required to imple-
ment energy savings measures for end customers at an amount 
equal to 0.6% of the previous year’s energy sales volumes since 
1 January 2015. The target for the 2015 calendar year was 
64.7 GWh. EVN not only met, but exceeded this goal with a 
bundle of measures. 

Examples of the measures for the various customer segments 
(households, commercial and industrial as well as cities and 
municipalities) are:
• Energy advising
•  Replacement of boilers
•  Distribution of energy saving sets
•  New installation of LED lamps
•  Conversion to efficient LED street lighting in companies  

and municipalities 
•  Substitution of district heating from EVN Wärme for less 

efficient heating systems 
•  Installation of photovoltaic equipment to reduce electricity 

demand from the public network
•  Redemption of EVN bonus points for the purchase of 

energy-efficient products and equipment

The over-fulfilment of the targets was also supported by internal 
energy efficiency measures such as the conversion to energy- 

Specific emissions of the EVN thermal and  
district heating (power) plants1) 
t

2013/14
2014/15
2015/16

CO

   115

   136

   166

Dust

SO2

   129

   86

   133

   196

   82

   81

NOX

   823

   893

   1,233

1) Annual average of the Austrian plants

Direct and indirect own energy consumption  
broken down by primary energy sources 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Natural gas MWh  6,167 7,066 5,258 

Electricity MWh  598,285 536,562 459,049 

Heating MWh  9,642 9,116 8,283 

Heating oil1) MWh  153 307 179 

Total MWh  623,502 553,050 472,769

1) Heating oil is used in Macedonia only.
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efficient LED lighting and on-demand equipment or the installation 
of photovoltaic equipment to cover the electricity requirements 
at EVN’s own locations. Some of these measures are the result of 
the ongoing improvement process conducted by the environmen-
tal management system at EVN’s locations. 

 For progress in these areas, see page 210ff

 For information on demand side management, see page 100

EVN’s energy intensity1) totalled 35.1 MWh (previous year: 
29.1 MWh) of primary energy for each GWh of electricity gener-
ated. The use of new technologies and continuous optimisation 
measures, also in connection with additional voluntary targets 
linked to its EMAS certifications, make it possible for EVN to realise 
further efficiency improvements.
1) Energy intensity includes EVN’s own consumption of electricity, natural gas, heat and 

heating oil as a percentage of the total energy sales volume.

 GRI indicators: Energy consumption within the organisation (G4-EN3); 

Energy intensity (G4-EN5); Reduction of energy consumption (G4-EN6)

 
Responsible use of resources
Materials
The materials used by EVN consist mainly of primary energy carriers 
such as fossil fuels, waste and biomass. Only a limited amount of 
recycling material is used with these components for technical 
reasons. The energy generation and wastewater purification plants 
use various substances as secondary components.

 GRI indicators: Materials employed by weight or volume (G4-EN1);  

Use of recycled materials (G4-EN2)

Water withdrawal1) 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Drinking water (municipal suppliers) m3  342,207  373,491  360,338   

Water use (groundwater) m3  1,811,945  1,901,724 1,919,131

Cooling water (surface waters) m3  284,705,109  163,007,226 158,617,752

1) All plants in Lower Austria, Bulgaria and Macedonia

Material utilisation for energy generation1) 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Fossil fuels2) Terajoule  34,910  26,483 24,157

Biomass Terajoule  3,032  2,766 2,750 

Waste3) Terajoule  5,298  4,959 4,682

1) The EVN thermal power generation and heating power plants in Austria, Germany and Bulgaria and the thermal waste utilisation plant in Dürnrohr/Zwentendorf

2) Natural gas, hard coal, heating oil

3) For incineration by the waste incineration plant in Dürnrohr/Zwentendorf
 

Material utilisation – network construction in Lower Austria1) 2015/162) 2014/15 2013/14
Additional power lines km 278 1,818 1,350

Additional natural gas pipelines km 9 51 34

Additional heating lines km 15 113 35

1) Includes overhead lines as well as underground cables and pipelines.

2) The difference in the final total for the pipeline networks resulted from a change in the measurement method.
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Materials employed in energy  
generation and wastewater  
purification1) 2015/161)

Limestone t  24,404

Ammonia t  1,346

Ammonia water t  1,509

Demineralised water m³  181

Lubricating oils t  2

Hydrochloric acid t  189

Sodium hydroxide t  69

Dosing media t  10

Rock salt t  85

Lime hydrate t  288

Precipitants l  937

Flocculating agents l  1,024

Citric acid l  –

Urea t  15

1) At the EVN thermal power generation and heating power plants in Austria and  Germany, 

at EVN Wasser and in the WTE Wassertechnik wastewater purification plants

Water
The increase in cooling water consumption is explained primarily by 
the higher use of the thermal power plants for network stabilisation.

 GRI indicator: Total water withdrawal by sources (G4-EN8)

EVN’s plants obtain their water from municipal providers or ground-
water wells. In 2015/16, the cooling water flow rate at the thermal 
power stations along the Danube River totalled 280.3m m³. This 
corresponds to 0.46% of the average annual volume of the Danube 
recorded at the Korneuburg gauge1) (measuring point number 
207241), which amounted to 59,981m m³, and remains clearly 
below the allowed threshold of 5%.
1) Source: “Austrian Hydrographical Annual 2013”, Federal Ministry of Agriculture, 

Forestry, Environment and Water Management 

 GRI indicator: Sources of water that are fundamentally affected by 

the withdrawal of water (G4-EN9)

In 2015/16, 331 m³ of seepage water from landfills (water meter 
measurement) and approximately 1,000 m³ rainwater from the 
seepage water basin (estimate based on the volume of precipita-
tion) were recycled in flue gas cleaning at the Dürnrohr power 
plant. EVN does not use any other recycled water or grey water.

 GRI indicator: Recovered and reused water (G4-EN10)

Biodiversity
Effects of business activities on biodiversity
EVN is committed to minimising the impact of its business activities 
on nature, in particular through a special focus on protecting 
the natural habitats of local flora and fauna in the areas surround-
ing the company’s plants and projects. Due to the company’s 
 infrastructure – power plants and networks – this impact primarily 
involves habitats in the water and in the air. Hydropower plants 
can have an impact on biodiversity, above all because of the limited 
passage through rivers, while the impact of thermal power plants is 
related to the temperature of the cooling water released into the 
rivers. Windpower plants and overhead power lines can represent a 
danger for various types of birds as well as bats when they are 
located at the same height as their flight routes. 

 GRI indicator: Impact of business activities on biodiversity (G4-EN12)

 Habitat study: Dürnrohr power plant

EVN commissioned a new comprehensive habitat study in 
spring 2016 covering the approximately 120 ha area surrounding 
the hard coal-fired power plant in Dürnrohr. The last extensive 
survey of the local flora and fauna in 2009 revealed a surprising 
variety of species in the area, which has remained unused and, due 
to the fencing, free of external influence since the construction of 
the power plant in the 1980s: more than 500 different species were 
discovered at that time. Nearly 50 were on the red list of endan-
gered species in Lower Austria, but had found a home in Dürnrohr. 
The new habitat study represents a contribution by EVN to species 
and environmental conservation, and the biologists in charge are 
enthusiastic even before the official completion: this year, even 
more animal and plant species have been found and identified. 
A detailed presentation of the project is planned for spring 2017.

Measures to protect and restore natural habitats
In realising construction projects, EVN works to minimise the 
effects on biodiversity through supervision based on ecological 
principles. In addition, numerous initiatives and programmes  
have been introduced to protect the natural habitats in EVN’s area 
of influence. These activities often take place in close coopera-
tion with external experts from NGOs and local authorities. Current 
projects to protect biodiversity include:
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• Operation of online monitoring equipment to continuously 
test the water quality at various levels in the Ottenstein 
reservoir in order to research the possible effects of return 
pumping operations and heavy rains on the water quality as 
well as algae development

• Sponsorship for the expansion of the Buchberg conservation 
area to protect biodiversity (LIFE+ project for economy and 
nature in Lower Austria)

•  Installation of fish bypasses at the small-scale hydropower 
plants in Wieselburg and Blumau

• Project for sustainable fisheries management along the Ybbs
•  Construction of a 5 ha wetland area at the  

Paasdorf-Lanzendorf windpark to protect the black stork 
• Cooperation with BirdLife Austria to install protective cover-

ings on power poles operated by Netz Nieder österreich GmbH
•  Joint projects with the association for the protection of  

great bustards in Austria (continuation of the LIFE+ project)
•  Construction of nest platforms for storks in Bulgaria and 

Macedonia
• Joint project with the Bulgarian Association for Bird Protection 

to protect the imperial eagle and gyrfalcons (EU LIFE+ 
programme)

•  Project to protect the Egyptian vulture in Bulgaria (LIFE10)
•  Project to protect snakes through the use of ultrasonic devices 

for rodent prevention in network infrastructure plants in 
Macedonia

 GRI indicator: Habitats protected or restored (G4-EN13)

Endangered species as defined by the 
IUCN red list with habitats in Bulgaria, 
Macedonia and Austria Animals Plants

Critically endangered 5 0

Endangered 17 9

Vulnerable 48 7

Near threatened 102 11

Least concern 776 337

 GRI indicator: Total number of IUCN red list species and national 

conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by operations 

(G4-EN14)

An extensive network is necessary to ensure complete coverage for 
electricity and natural gas supplies. Approximately 25% of the 
surface territory of Lower Austria is designated as protected areas. 
In order to minimise the environmental impact on these areas, EVN 
places great importance on responsible network planning and 
construction.

 Also see www.evn.at/conservation-areas

 GRI indicator: Land use in protected areas (G4-EN11)

Alternative sites totalling 64.3 ha were reserved for windpower 
plants in Lower Austria during the reporting year. The alternative 
sites for pipeline routes are published in publically accessible 
documents on the environment and environmental impact tests.

 GRI indicator: Biodiversity of alternative locations (EU13)

EVN’s properties in Austria in protected areas   
or adjacent to protected areas1) Number Area (ha)
Properties in protected areas (>50 m²) 679 479.4

Properties in protected landscape areas (>50 m²) 410 369.9

Properties in Natura 2000 areas (>50 m²) 526 244.1

Properties directly adjacent to protected areas 19 24.2

Total 1,634 1,117.6

1) Excluding pipeline routes; multiple answers possible
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EVN records all environmentally relevant incidents in a standardised 
reporting system that covers the plants in Austria, Bulgaria and 
Macedonia. There were no environmentally relevant incidents in 
the EVN Group during the reporting year.

 GRI indicator: Weight and volume of significant contamination 

(G4-EN24)

Wastewater
EVN, together with its subsidiaries EVN Wasser and WTE Wasser-
technik, provides drinking water supplies and wastewater purifi-
cation services and, in this way, plays an important role in maintain-
ing an intact water cycle. In the area of wastewater disposal, the 
plants operated by WTE Wassertechnik treated roughly 143.0m m3 
of wastewater in 2015/16 with a mean purification performance 

Waste
All hazardous and non-hazardous waste is regularly transferred to 
licensed disposal specialists based on framework contracts. These 
specialists dispose of the waste in an environmentally compatible 
manner consistent with the legal regulations applicable in the 
respective countries. No hazardous and non-hazardous waste was 
disposed across national borders in 2015/16.

EVN utilises all fly ash, coarse ash and REALIT (a waste product 
from flue gas cleaning). Roughly one-half of the biomass ash from 
district heat production is transferred to disposal firms and then 
utilised.

 GRI indicators: Waste by type and disposal method (G4-EN23);  

Weight of imported and exported waste deemed hazardous (G4-EN25) 

Development of waste quantities1) 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Hazardous waste t 13,123 11,246 10,703 

Non-hazardous waste t 175,883 166,592 180,512 

Export of hazardous waste2)

Hazardous waste t 0 0 0

1) With no construction residue or power plant side products

2) Oil containing PCBs from Macedonia to France for disposal

Austrian power plants –  
utilised quantities of power plant by-products
t /year

REALIT

Coarse ash
Flue ash

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

21,966

4,855
36,554

26,056

6,796
42,977

12,574

18,335
3,726

63,375

75,828

34,635

Duisburg-Walsum power plant –  
utilised quantities of by-products
t /year

Flue ash

Gypsum

2015/162014/15

65,878

54,145

47,485
39,975

113,363

94,120

2013/14

48,958

34,083

83,041
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of 90.3%1). The resulting sewage sludge is used partly for agricul-
tural applications and compost production and partly deposited in a 
landfill or used to generate heat. The more than 100 wastewater 
treatment plants WTE Wassertechnik has planned and built since its 
founding purify the wastewater from approximately 17.8m people 
and return it to the water cycle. A further six plants are currently 
under construction, and WTE Wassertechnik is also responsible for 
operations at 30 plants.
1) Average value over the parameters for chemical oxygen requirements, biological 

oxygen requirements, total nitrogen and total phosphorous. The per cent value means 

that 90.3% of the pollutants were removed.

 GRI indicator: Total water discharge (G4-EN22)

A major part of EVN’s wastewater is cleaned by treatment plants 
before it reaches any surface water. At the power plants, 
quality-monitored wastewater flows that meet current environ-
mental standards are discharged into the Danube River. This 
practice does not cause any relevant damage.

In cases where the type or quantity of a wastewater stream differs 
from ordinary household wastewater and connections to a 
sewage system are available, EVN concludes contracts with sew-
age treatment plant operators based on the indirect discharge 
ordinance. These contracts contain detailed provisions for the 
allowable amount of wastewater, the main substances it may 
contain and the required wastewater inspections. Direct 
discharges into surface water are regulated by the wastewater 
emission ordinance and various water-related guidelines. EVN’s 
wastewater streams are regularly tested by accredited external 
institutions. Possible harmful environmental effects are minimised 
by strict compliance with the requirements of various public 
authorities for cooling water discharge temperatures. 

 GRI indicator: Waters affected by wastewater discharges and 

surface run-off (G4-EN26)

Expenses and investments for environmental protection
The environmental cost calculation for 2015/16 includes all 
fully consolidated and relevant subsidiaries of the EVN Group 
in Austria with environment-related expenditures exceed-
ing EUR 10,000. The collection of this data is based on the 

 Inter national Environmental Cost Accounting Guideline issued by 
the International Federation of Accountants. Environmental costs 
are defined as the monetised, internal costs of the impact of 
business activities on the environment and, in particular, the costs 
of damage prevention and repair.

The environmental costs of the analysed business areas amounted 
to EUR 80.3m in 2015/16. These costs include expenses for 
damage repairs (e.g. for the restoration of contaminated sites) as 
well as damage prevention (e.g. for environmental management 
and/or flue gas cleaning). On the charts, these expenditures are 
classified by environmental media and cost categories. Flue gas 
cleaning constitutes the item with the highest costs in the area 
of emission treatment. Environment-related income (scrap metal 
sales, waste-generated steam) totalled EUR 20.9m in 2015/16.

Environmental costs by cost categories  
and environment media 
%

Innovations, development-  
and research costs

Preventive measures  
and other environmental  

management costs

Intangible costs  
(not unambiguously  

identifiable)

Waste and emissions 
treatment

Miscellaneous
Noise and vibration
Wastewater
Land and groundwater
Biodiversity and landscape

Waste products

Air and climate

Radiation 0%

2015/16

5.1
0.1
0.0
4.5
8.9

5.9

75.5

0.2
13.5

4.5

81.8

 GRI indicator: Total expenses and investments for environmental 

protection (G4-EN31)
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Employee key indicators 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Number of employees1) Number 6,830 6,973 7,314

thereof women % 22.6 21.9 21.4

Apprentices2) Number 57 55 52

Employee fluctuation3) % 2.4 2.2 2.8

Average employment period Years 17.0 16.8 16.0

Average age Years 44.2 44.2 43.8

Revenue per employee EUR 299,642 306,298 270,007

Sick days per employee Number 10 10 10

Cost of personnel in relation to revenue % 15.3 14.7 15.9

1) On full-time equivalent (FTE) basis; annual average

2) Apprentices in Austria and Germany only due to dual education system

3) Excl. departures due to Bulgarian and Macedonian redundancy programme and excluding retirement

The EVN Group employed an average of 6,830 employees during 
the 2015/16 financial year. This workforce is characterised by 
substantial cultural diversity as a result of the Group’s international 
expansion. In order to maintain EVN’s identity and brand promise 
toward its stakeholders in all countries based on the same high 

Employees

standards applied in Lower Austria, key values were introduced 
throughout the entire Group: ensure, encourage and enable. They 
represent an important element of the major instruments that 
define the corporate culture, e.g. the managerial mission statement 
and the feedback and orientation sessions (FOS). 

 For EVN’s key values, see www.evn.at/hr-principles

Principles of human resources  
management

EVN not only meets its legal obligations as an employer, but also 
provides numerous voluntary benefits for employees. The central 
values of the corporate culture and the treatment of employees are 
defined in principles that apply throughout the entire EVN Group.

Equal treatment and opportunity 
The EVN Group is active in a large number of countries with 
different working conditions. This diverse operating environment 
led to the company’s decision to comply with the principles of 
the International Labour Organization (ILO). As a member of the 
UN Global Compact, EVN has also confirmed its intention to act 

Employees per operating location in the  
financial year 2015/16
%

Number of employees:1)

6,830

   34.4

   32.4

Austria

Bulgaria

   3.4

   28.2

   1.6
Other  

countries  

Germany

Macedonia

1) EVN Group

The central importance of employees for EVN and its stakeholders is 
underscored, not least, by the high priority given to the area of activity 
“responsible employer”. EVN is therefore  committed to creating a  
positive working environment for all employees.
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iour. Closely connected with this commitment is the challenge 
to eliminate all discrimination on the basis of nationality or ethnic 
background, gender, sexual orientation, culture, religion, age or 
state of health. People with the same professional and personal 
qualifications are given equal treatment in hiring, further training 
and career development, working conditions and salaries. EVN 
is also committed to improving the work-family balance. This is 
illustrated, among others, by the signing of a “charter on the new 
compatibility between parents and business” in May 2011. In 
order to improve the opportunities for women in the Group, the 
“Women@EVN” programme was introduced in 2010/11. EVN  
also joined together with USAID (U.S. Agency for International 
Development) in Macedonia during the reporting year to launch 
the project “Engendering Utilities”, which is directed, above all, 
to providing equal opportunity for women at EVN Macedonia.

 For information on USAID, see www.usaid.gov

Corporate social partnership
EVN takes major business decisions in a transparent manner in 
agreement with the managerial mission statement and in accord-
ance with legal regulations. Employee representatives are, of 
course, integrated into the decision-making process and supplied 
with appropriate information. 

Health care, occupational safety and accident prevention 
Occupational safety and accident prevention have high priority in 
all EVN business units. The high level of safety is ensured, above all, 
by training and awareness-building measures. In addition to legal 
regulations, EVN has issued comprehensive internal safety rules in 
the form of business directives and guidelines. The main section is 
a special “Safety Handbook” tailored to working conditions in the 
energy industry, which is available to all employees on the Intranet.

Up-to-date and comprehensive information for employees 
The magazine “EVN Intern” provides employees with regular infor-
mation on corporate developments. In addition, the EVN Intranet 
contains a broad overview of current issues related to the com-
pany, energy supply and employee representatives as well as infor-
mation on seminars and other training events. In order to support 
the preferred internal filling of positions, job advertisements are 
also posted on the Intranet. These and additional measures pro-
mote the Group-wide exchange and employment of personnel.

Employee commitment to social causes 
Many EVN employees not only work for the company, but also 
make valuable contributions to society. A large number do volun-
teer work in organisations like the Red Cross or the local fire 
brigade during their free time. In total, 382 EVN employees partici-
pate as volunteers in aid organisations. As an employer, EVN sup-
ports this commitment by excusing employees from work for up to 
half of the invested time in case of an operation. EVN also helps 
employees to accumulate the necessary vacation time for volunteer 
services through flexi-time work models. This commitment is also 
acknowledged outside the company: for example, EVN was named 
an “employer supportive of the fire brigade” in 2015.

Human resources activities and 
initiatives

The most important activities and initiatives continued or initiated 
by the human resources department in 2015/16 include:
• Creation of the new EVN Working World
•  “Engendering Utilities” in Macedonia
•  Health programmes: further development in Austria  

and Bulgaria, launch in Macedonia
•  Expert careers
•  Competence model
•  HR Days 2016 – Issues for the future: Group-wide  

know-how transfer and dialogue
•  Further development of the feedback and orientation  

sessions (FOS) to increase the focus on results
•  Children’s programme “Holidays@EVN”
•  Parent-and-child office
•  EVN Summer University (SUN) in cooperation with  

the Danube University Krems
•  Management support programme
•  Various trainee programmes
•  EVN apprentice support programme

Stakeholders — Employees
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 The new EVN Working World

The transformation of the energy system towards renewable 
energy and the growing liberalisation across Europe are leading to 
greater competition for energy providers. New energy technolo-
gies are also increasing the self-sufficiency of traditional energy 
customers. In these challenging times, it is important to maintain 
a clear view in designing the future – and that also includes a 
modern form of work. The new EVN Working World is intended 
to strengthen the company for the challenges of the future. 
The EVN Working World enables the company to bundle available 
strengths even better, to move closer to customers and to expand 
the options for action. Working stations for teams, areas for 
privacy and a sufficient number of sound-optimised conference 
rooms and space for confidential discussions will help to strengthen 
cooperation and improve flexibility. The inclusion of employees in 
this project, which will initially be implemented at the corporate 
headquarters, is a key criterion for success. In order to optimally 
meet the diverse needs of employees’ working methods, surveys 
were conducted, workshops and presentations were organised, 
an info-point was installed and working world coaches were 
engaged. This intensive exchange and dialogue with all involved 
persons will continue throughout the entire project and imple-
mentation period.

Employee satisfaction

Increasing employees’ satisfaction with their working environment 
and the related conditions is a central concern for EVN. Regular 
surveys are carried out to collect data for relevant indicators and 
suggestions for improvement. Employee fluctuation equalled 
2.4% during the reporting year. This indicator does not include 
transfers within the Group, retirements or mutually agreed 
departures based on (country-specific) social plans. 

Employee fluctuation per main operating location 
of EVN in the 2015/16 financial year
%

Total EVN Group 2.4

Bulgaria 1.9

Macedonia 3.6

Austria 1.5

Other 5.0

 GRI indicator: Total staff and fluctuation (G4-LA1)

Diversity of the workforce

Nationality
In line with EVN‘s international business model, the workforce 
includes a large number of different nationalities. Men and women 
from more than 20 countries work for EVN, whereby most come 
from Austria, Bulgaria and Macedonia.

Women and men
As of 30 September 2016, 1,606 women (22.6%) and 5,512 men 
(77.4%) were employed by EVN. A total of 108 women and 
208 men joined EVN during the reporting year.

EVN is working to increase the percentage of women over the 
medium term to a level that mirrors the current educational levels 
of women in the applicable professional groups. In support of 
this goal, the “Engendering Utilities“ project in Macedonia that was 
initiated in the reporting period, the “Women@EVN” programme 
and an internal women’s network in Austria are carried out. The 
network helps women attain qualified, skilled or managerial posi-
tions according to their interests and abilities and holds workshops 
that develop measures to optimise overall conditions. EVN also 
held a series of seminars during the reporting year which included 
topics such as “making the best use of your opportunities and 
resources” and “a skilful appearance”.

Types of employment 
The workforces at EVN AG and Netz Niederösterreich GmbH con-
sist entirely of salaried employees. In addition, the wage employees 
of EVN Abfallverwertung Niederösterreich GmbH were voluntarily 
transferred to a salaried status as of 1 January 2016. No differenti-
ation is made between wage and salaried employees in Macedonia 
and Bulgaria. The average number of apprentices during the report-
ing period was 57. A total of 268 leased employees also worked 
for the EVN Group as of 30 September 2016. The EVN Group uses 
personnel leasing for three reasons: first, as a preliminary step to 
a conventional employment relationship (integration leasing);  
second, for projects covering a limited time period; and third, to 
handle peak work periods. 
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Diversity of employees 2015/16 
Austria Bulgaria Macedonia

Other  
countries Total

Number of employees

thereof women % 19.6 25.8 21.2 30.6 22.6

thereof men % 80.4 74.2 78.8 69.4 77.4

Type of employment1)

Worker % 4.4 – – 24.5 2.8

Employee % 95.6 100.0 100.0 75.5 97.2

Contract type

Part-time in total % 10.6 0.5 0.2 9.4 4.5

Part-time women % 8.4 0.2 0.0 7.7 3.5

Individuals with special needs % 2.0 1.5 0.9 2.5 1.6

1) In Bulgaria and Macedonia, there is no distinction between employee and worker.

  Female: 1,606

  Male: 5,512

Age structure of employees 2015/16
 

Up to 20 years

21 to 30 years

31 to 40 years

41 to 50 years

51 to 60 years

More than 
61 years

187 22

89

758

1,565

2,327

2,170

209

85

530

1,143

1,848

1,719 451

4

228

422

479

 GRI indicators: Total staff by employment type, work contract and 

region (G4-10); Diversity of employees and leading bodies (G4-LA12) 

Senior employees
The average age of EVN employees currently equals 44.2 years, 
but is projected to rise in the near term due to the expected 
increase in the retirement age. EVN has therefore introduced 
specific personnel development measures and part-time working 
models within the context of a partial retirement programme. 
In 2015/16, 94 employees at EVN AG, Netz Niederösterreich GmbH, 
EVN  Wasser, Kabelplus, EVN Abfallverwertung and EVN Business 
Service decided in favour of a part-time working model.

Based on the current legal retirement age, 11.4% of EVN’s 
employees will retire during the next five years and 26.3% in the 
next ten years. This calculation is based on a conservative approach, 
which assumes retirement at the earliest possible age. EVN is 
working to meet the resulting need for specialists and managers 
with specifically designed programmes and measures to support 
the transfer of know-how between older and younger employees.

EVN also incorporates the requirements of the various age groups 
in the development of its health programme.

 GRI indicator: Retirements in the next five and ten years (EU15)
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People with special needs 
EVN believes in integrating people with special needs in its work-
force. Particular importance is given to the individual design of 
workplaces and processes (e.g. using sign-language interpreters) 
to facilitate the integration of these employees into everyday 
business operations. Additional opportunities regarding working 
hours and locations are available if required. Of the 26 EVN cus-
tomer centres in Lower Austria, 21 are equipped for barrier-free 
access. The EVN service centres established in Stockerau, Horn 
and Tulln during the reporting year are also barrier-free.

EVN employed 112 men and women with special needs in 2015/16, 
representing 1.6% of the total workforce. In addition, Netz Nieder-
österreich GmbH and EVN Wärme GmbH placed orders of a total 
value of approximately EUR 574,300 with sheltered workshops 
during the reporting year and, in this way, made a further contri-
bution to the employment of individuals with special needs.

Young people
EVN had a total of 57 apprentices in 2015/16, including 20 who 
started their training to become electrical technicians on 1 Septem-
ber 2016. Additional classes and seminars at EVN complement 
the dual programme of theoretical vocational school education and 
practical on-the-job training. EVN also supports double and multi-
ple qualifications, e.g. apprentice training to qualify as natural 
gas and heating technicians, as a means of improving interdisci- 
p linary qualifications.

The high quality of this training is also demonstrated by the fact 
that most of the apprentices remain with EVN after completing 
their programmes. This also allows EVN to cover most of its require-
ments for skilled technicians internally. The nine young people 
who started their apprenticeships with Netz Niederösterreich GmbH 
in 2011 successfully completed their training during the reporting 
year, and eight were still employed by EVN as of 30 Septem-
ber 2016. Experienced colleagues support the young technicians 
after their training is completed and thereby ensure the transfer 
of their know-how and experience. 

Corporate social partnership at EVN

“Convince rather than coerce” is the principle underlying the cor-
porate social partnership at EVN. Employee representatives are 
therefore informed of major business decisions on a regular basis 
and integrated in the transparent decision-making processes that  
are based on the managerial mission statement and legal regula-
tions. This approach applies to strategic decisions as well as to 

  Female: 1,606

  Male: 5,512

Employment period of employees 2015/16
 

Up to 3 years

4 to 10 years

11 to 20 years

21 to 30 years

31 to 40 years

More than  
40 years

103 4

1,071

1,522

1,846

1,648

924

107

663

1,119

1,449

1,395

783 141

408

403

397

253

  Female: 108

  Male: 208

Total number of new employees 2015/16
 

Up to 20 years

21 to 30 years

31 to 40 years

41 to 50 years

51 to 60 years

More than
60 years

1 1

21

145

105

35

8

2

20

94

64

22

7 1

1

51

41
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changes and adjustments involving employees. Similar to EVN AG, 
the larger companies in the EVN Group have also designated 
special employee representatives.

Employees’ interests are represented in the form of works councils 
or trade unions. Over 90% of all EVN employees (above all in 
Austria, Bulgaria and Macedonia) are represented by such bodies 
and their remuneration is protected by collective bargaining agree-
ments, tariffs or legal minimum wage regulations. The employee 
representatives in Austria, Bulgaria and Macedonia regularly play 
an important role in collective negotiations. In addition, employee- 
related issues are handled in workplace, health and safety commit-
tees that include representatives of the works councils or unions. 
Members of the works council also serve on the Supervisory 
Board and the Advisory Committee for Environmental and Social 
Responsibility. Apprentices have a voice in the works council 
through elected youth representatives, whereby the last election 
took place in June 2016. The South Eastern European subsidiaries 
are also members of the European works council, which holds 
regular meetings and serves as a platform for communication  
and exchange for the EVN employees in Austria, Bulgaria and  
Macedonia. 
 

 GRI indicators: Minimum notice periods regarding operational  

change (G4-LA4); Percentage of employees in occupational safety 

committees (G4-LA5); Percentage of employees under collective 

agreements (G4-11) 

In 2015/16 the ratio between the highest salary and the average 
salary at EVN equalled 7:1. The remuneration scheme for over 
90% of EVN’s employees is based on the collective bargaining 
agreements that apply to the main business locations. These 
collective bargaining agreements are available for review by the 
general public and include salary levels as well as the definition 
of time- dependent salary increases. The annual collective bargain-
ing negotiations for utility companies in Austria led to salary 
adjustments of between 1.34% and 2.10% in 2015/16.

 For information on the remuneration of the Executive Board,  

see page 76

 GRI indicators: Ratio of the annual total compensation for the 

orga ni sation’s highest-paid individual to the median annual total 

compensation for all employees (G4-54); Percentage increase in annual 

total compensation for the organisation’s highest-paid individual to 

the median percentage increase in annual total compensation for all 

employees (G4-55); Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender 

compared to local minimum wage at significant locations of operation 

(G4-EC5); Differences in remuneration due to gender (G4-LA13)

Working and living with EVN 

Work-family balance
EVN provides active support for its employees in their efforts to 
achieve the best possible work-family balance. This applies, not 
least, to employees who are considering taking advantage of legally 
entitled parental leave. Their return to work is facilitated by con-
tacts with EVN throughout the leave period, for example through 
specific information events or participation in EVN’s extensive train-
ing programme. Parents can also choose to work part-time and 
adapt their working hours to meet their personal needs. These 
flexible arrangements create advantages for both sides: EVN is able 
to utilise the know-how of its qualified employees during the 
intensive childcare phase and thereby ensures the profitability of 
its investments in training and professional development. From 
the parents’ point of view, close ties and regular contacts with the 
company ease re-entry and keep their professional expertise up  
to date.

EVN offers opportunities for parental leave that extend beyond 
legal entitlements and allow for time-out until the child is 
36 months of age. Men are also increasingly using the available 
models: in 2015/16, 15 men and 43 women were on parental 
leave. As a result of these individual solutions, nearly all mothers 
and fathers at EVN AG, Netz Niederösterreich GmbH, EVN Wärme, 
Kabelplus, EVN Abfallverwertung and EVN Business Service 
return to the company after this leave. No employees left the 
company after the parental leave during the reporting year 
(previous year: no resignations after parental leave). 

Another offering to simplify re-entry after parental leave is EVN’s 
parent-and-child office, which allows employees to bring their 
children to work in times of difficult childcare situations. This spe-
cial office is equipped with two fully functional workstations as 
well as child-friendly furnishings – and provides parents as well as 
children with an attractive environment.

For children from six to twelve years of age, the popular four-week 
vacation programme “Holidays@EVN” was repeated for the sixth 
time in summer 2016. This programme was held at the EVN corpo-
rate headquarters and adjoining green areas and in St. Pölten. More 
than 60 children of EVN employees enjoyed a diverse programme 
of games and handicraft activities, excursions and a theatre work-
shop, which were organised together with the “Family Business” 
initiative. More than 300 children have enjoyed these 17 weeks of 
vacation programmes over the past six years.

 GRI indicator: Employees returning to work after parental leave 

(G4-LA3)
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Additional benefits
The employees in a number of EVN companies are also entitled to 
voluntary benefits independent of their age, gender or the scope 
of employment. Included here are supplementary health insurance 
and the EVN pension fund:

• EVN pension fund: EVN provides entitled employees with 
a supplement to legal pension insurance (“ASVG” pension) 
through a company-operated pension fund. The fund 
gives employees the opportunity to accumulate additional 
retirement benefits in the form of a private pension with 
the support of the company. In this way, EVN participates 
in securing the retirement income of its workforce. The 
EVN pension fund is a defined contribution scheme, in 
which the amount of the future pension is derived from 
the employer and employee contributions up to the date 
of retirement. EVN’s responsibility as an employer is also 
illustrated by the pensions provided for its employees 
in Bulgaria, where voluntary pension insurance was intro-
duced for all full-time and part-time employees. 

• Supplementary health insurance: Another voluntary 
benefit provided by EVN for its employees is the opportunity 
to conclude supplementary health insurance at favourable 
conditions. A framework agreement with an Austrian 
insurance provider guarantees optimal medical care for all 
participating employees. 

A total of EUR 16.2m was spent on employee benefits (pension 
contributions, other employee benefits) in 2015/16 (previous year: 
EUR 12.1m), which represents 5.2% of personnel expenses 
(previous year: 3.9%). 

 GRI indicators: Company defined benefit plan obligations (G4-EC3); 

Benefits for full-time employees only (G4-LA2)

Human resources development

EVN’s business performance is based on its highly qualified and 
motivated employees. Not only their know-how, but also their 
motivation and their continuous readiness to learn play an impor-
tant role in the company’s sustainable success. Maintaining and 
increasing employees’ high levels of expertise therefore represent 
a focal point of human resources activities. The EVN Academy 
was founded to organise the training and continuing education  
programmes in Austria, Bulgaria and Macedonia. As part of 
this initiative, each area of the company has designated specific 
employees to serve as training coordinators. Their assignment is 

to assess the development needs of their colleagues, submit the 
results to the EVN Academy teams and coordinate qualification 
programmes.

 For further information on the measures for and focal points of 

training and further education, see www.evn.at/hr-development/

education-and-training

 GRI indicator: Programmes for knowledge management and lifelong 

learning (G4-LA10) 

Continuous training and education
EVN invested a total of EUR 1.8m (previous year: EUR 1.9m) in 
continuous training and education during 2015/16, which repre-
sents EUR 263.4 (previous year: EUR 275.7) per employee. 
Each employee spent an average of 27.2 hours (previous year: 
30.7 hours) on these programmes.

The offering in Lower Austria concentrated on specialist seminars 
and modules to strengthen social skills. Similar to the previous year, 
CSR content again represented a particular focal point in 2015/16 
and was integrated in various established courses that were 
attended by 288 employees (previous year: 320 employees).

Training in Bulgaria again concentrated on technical subjects as 
well as personal development during the past year. The use of 
e-learning programmes was also increased. A competence model 
was introduced in 2014/15 to cover the major skills required by 
employees. 

Training in Macedonia focused on personal development. In 
addition, courses on communication and conflict management 
were attended by 364 employees.

 GRI indicator: Education and further training (G4-LA9)

Securing skilled labour requirements  
EVN has implemented various measures to meet the future 
demands for skilled workers and managers:

• Talent management: EVN supports the internal recruitment 
of managerial staff with training programmes to expand the 
qualifications and support the personal development of 
employees. One programme implemented to reach this goal is 
the EVN Summer University, “EVN SUN“, a continuing educa-
tion and networking platform for future managers. This year‘s 
Summer University was held from 11 to 16 September 2016 
in cooperation with the Danube University Krems. Internatio nal 
lecturers offered courses on cross-cultural management, inno-
vation and change management, and digitisation and focus 
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on the customer. The theoretical presentations were supple-
mented by numerous practical case studies, and EVN manag-
ers were available to discuss related issues. Eight female 
employees and 14 male employees from the EVN Group took 
part in this programme.

• Leadership development: Leadership development is 
another important focal point of training and further educa-
tion at the EVN Academy in Austria, Bulgaria and Macedonia. 
These programmes are designed to prepare selected employ-
ees to assume leadership and expert tasks over the medium 
term and help them to utilise internal career opportunities. 
The participants are offered a specially designed, individual 
management training programme. In addition, EVN sup-
ports training at the university level, for example through 
MBA programmes. Group meetings are also offered on 
a regular basis as a platform to exchange experience and 
discuss challenging situations.

• Apprenticeship training, support for students, intern-
ships: EVN traditionally places high value on apprentice 
training in Austria and Germany. In order to give interested 
young people – above all girls – a glimpse into the workday 
at a utility company (e.g. as an electrical technician), EVN also 
regularly takes part in international apprenticeship and career 
information fairs. Each year EVN gives more than 150 school-

children and students an opportunity to put their theoretical 
knowledge to use and gain their first practical experience in 
traineeships. These activities underscore EVN’s goal to offer 
young men and women opportunities at an early age and to 
awaken their interest for professions in the energy and envi-
ronmental sector. This commitment brought EVN a third place 
ranking in the “Place to Perform” competition in 2015 (2014: 
first place), which evaluates the best traineeships among 
Austrian companies. Moreover, EVN has a strong commitment 
to cooperation with students and young profes sionals in 
Bulgaria and Macedonia: in Bulgaria, 34 students took part in 
an internship and used the opportunity to exchange experi-
ence on information technology and electrical engineering; 
and in Macedonia, 50 schoolchildren and 57 students took 
part in internships.

 GRI indicator: Securing skilled labour requirements (EU14)

The inclusion of and support for regional employees leads to 
a greater understanding of the unique characteristics of the 
local culture as well as increased economic benefits for business 
activities. This belief is reflected in the fact that nearly all 
employees and most of the management staff (roughly 95%) in 
EVN’s markets are natives of the respective region. Strengthen-
ing local management capacity represents an important aspect 
of the corporate strategy. EVN therefore supports career planning 
for local employees in Bulgaria and Macedonia with specific 
management training and international programmes, for example 
the EVN Summer University. 

 GRI indicator: Employment of local personnel (G4-EC6)

Feedback and orientation sessions 
Feedback and orientation sessions (FOS) are held annually in all 
major EVN companies which provide, among others, a framework 
for the definition of concrete goals for each employee. This key 
management instrument allows for an appraisal by the employee’s 
supervisor and structured reciprocal feedback on work perfor-
mance and quality. More than 90% of all employees are covered 
by the concept of FOS and thereby receive regular feedback on 
their performance and development plans. 

 GRI indicator: Performance evaluation and development plans for 

employees (G4-LA11)

EVN’s education structure 2015/16
%

   51.7

   2.8

Technical school  
graduates/employees  

with completed  
apprenticeships or master 

craftsman certificates

Others

Secondary school1)

University    30.0

   15.5

1) Includes higher graduation in Macedonia because of  
country-specific educational structures, equivalent to 
secondary school graduation.
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Healthcare and occupational safety

EVN places great importance on the best possible training and 
continuing education for employees on relevant health and safety 
issues. The occupational safety department established for this 
purpose has supplemented the applicable legal regulations with an 
extensive set of internal directives and guidelines. Representatives 
of the works councils and trade unions are involved in all work-
place, health and safety issues. The Health@EVN programme 
implemented to support healthcare advancement has defined 
the following three goals: health protection, healthier living and 
fitness.

Occupational medical care
EVN offers its employees extensive occupational medical care, 
above and beyond legal requirements. Two occupational health 
physicians are available to answer questions on maintaining 
and improving workplace health and attend to employees within 
the framework of labour protection laws. The many related 
measures include medical check-ups, vaccinations, eye and hearing 
tests, psychological counselling, coaching, tips on healthy 
nutrition and special offerings for groups of employees who are 
exposed to particular risks.

Although EVN does not operate in countries where there is an 
increased risk of infectious diseases, Group guidelines such as the 
“EVN Pandemic Prevention” are in force at all Group subsidiaries 
to deal with emergencies. These instructions, which deal especially 
with influenza pandemics, are designed to minimise the risk of 
infection at the workplace and thereby ensure continued smooth 
business operations and uninterrupted service for EVN’s customers. 
In 2015/16, 853 preventive vaccinations were carried out at 
EVN AG and Netz Niederösterreich GmbH in Lower Austria, 
236 employees underwent medical check-ups and 687 employ-
ees took advantage of consultations.

Work continued on the development of a health programme for 
EVN Bulgaria during the reporting year. The first initiatives included 
employee focus groups, information campaigns on sporting 
activities, the installation of bicycle parking areas, a pilot seminar 

on healthy nutrition and a special Intranet page on health issues 
and leisure time balance. A health programme for EVN Macedonia 
was completed in 2015/16 and is now in implementation.

Employee health and sporting activities
In addition to the wide-ranging offering and activities of the 
EVN culture and sports club, the EVN running event has become an 
integral part of the company’s sporting world. Roughly 350 partici-
pants – employees and in some cases, their family members and 
children – jog or Nordic walk around the EVN headquarters each 
year in September. This popular event supports a good cause: 
for each one-kilometre round completed during the 90-minute 
event, EVN donates EUR 2.0 to a child in need.

Prevention of occupational accidents 
All occupational accidents in the EVN Group are centrally recorded 
and evaluated, which supports conclusions on the safety behaviour 
of employees and the related accident risks. It also sets the main 
points of emphasis for safety training and forms the basis for 
intra-Group comparisons. EVN’s extensive range of training pro-
grammes on health protection, occupational health and safety 
and fire prevention was continued during the reporting year. The 
courses covered safety issues such as “working with voltage” 
and “working with anti-fall protection systems”. The permanent 
offering also includes initial and follow-up courses on first aid. 
In Austria, all employees are represented by safety officers in 
working committees that monitor and discuss the workplace 
safety programmes.

 GRI indicators: Prevention of and education in serious diseases 

(G4-LA7); Occupational safety agreements with trade unions (G4-LA8)

The number of occupational accidents in the EVN Group rose by 
2.3% to 89 in 2015/16 (previous year: 87). In addition, the number 
of days lost increased by 17.9% to 2,621 days (previous year: 
2,224 days). There were no fatal accidents among employees 
during the reporting year.

 GRI indicator: Injuries, occupational diseases, lost days, absence and 

fatalities (G4-LA6) 
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Accident and lost days statistics 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Number of occupational accidents1) 89 87 104

Number of staff sick days2) 2,621 2,224 2,146

LTIF3) 7.8 7.6 9.0

1) Number of minor accidents and of notifiable occupational accidents (excluding commuting accidents)

2)  Lost days are working days only; excluding weekends resulting from work-related accidents (excluding commuting accidents)

3)  Lost Time Injury Frequency Index – Frequency of occupational accidents per one million working hours

Fire statistics1) 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14
Number 7 4 6

Damage TEUR 46.2 29.4 46.0

1) Austria
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Structure of procurement activities

Responsibilities for the procurement of products and services are 
based on the relevant activity.

Procurement activity Responsible organisational unit

Products and services Procurement and purchasing

Primary energy and primary 
energy carriers

Energy trade and supply

International project business 
(Environmental services business)

Environmental services

The corporate procurement and purchasing department handled 
an order volume of roughly EUR 580.0m in 2015/16 (pre vious 
year: approximately EUR 450.0m) and maintained contacts with 
roughly 1,440 suppliers and contractors during this period.

Austria

Countries of origin of suppliers at  
main operating locations

%, Basis: Order volume
 

Austria

Bulgaria

Macedonia

83.0

99.8

10.9 6.1

0.2

7.44.588.1

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Germany

Bulgaria

Others

Others

Others

 GRI indicator: Proportion of spending on local suppliers at significant 

locations (G4-EC9)

EVN is a sector contractor under EU public procurement law in 
many areas and must therefore meet the applicable provisions  
of the Austrian Federal Procurement Act as well as the principles 
governing competition in the EU. New bidders are regularly 
included in tenders. As a sector contractor, EVN is also legally 
required to include a reference to the complaint office in Lower 
Austria with every tender offer. This office can be used by the 
participating bidders to file complaints and request explanations, 
free of charge and without mandatory legal counsel. There 
were no justified objections in recent years.

Supply chain

The construction of infrastructure, plants and buildings plays an 
important role in both the energy and environmental services 
business. In this connection, EVN works with a wide range of compa-
nies such as planning offices, construction firms, trade contractors, 
plant, pipeline and cable line builders as well as suppliers of 
plastic pipes, transmission/cable lines, electro-technical equipment, 
meters, hardware and software for the operation of plants and 
infrastructure, and the production of work clothing.

In the international project business, EVN‘s German subsidiary 
WTE Wassertechnik is involved in the planning and construction of 
plants for drinking water supplies, wastewater disposal and 
thermal waste utilisation. WTE Wassertechnik serves as the general 
contractor on these projects for municipalities and, in this role, 
uses other firms as subcontractors. These subcontractor orders are 
awarded, above all, to construction companies and suppliers of 
machinery and electro-technical equipment and components. 
The core expertise of WTE Wassertechnik lies in the customised 
design and construction of plants. The successful realisation of 
a project is therefore dependent on the selection of the best sup- 
p liers for each project, technology and country. A special focus 
is placed on inviting bids from local companies, especially for 
construction services, in the international project business. How-
ever, the unequal treatment of bidders and, consequently, the 

Suppliers
EVN is committed to fair, partnership-based and transparent business 
relations with its suppliers in keeping with the principle of economy. In 
doing so, the company places high sustainability demands on its suppliers.
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and electro- technical equipment and components are generally 
sourced in the EU – not least for quality assurance reasons – and, 
in some cases, also from Switzerland or Turkey.

Procurement of energy and  
primary energy carriers

Electricity
The electricity requirements of EVN’s Austrian customers are cov-
ered by the company’s own plants as well as through domestic 
green energy allocated in accordance with the Green Electricity Act 
and through medium-term supply contracts and purchases over 
the wholesale market. Wholesale purchases are handled by 
EnergieAllianz, which utilises the European Energy Exchange (EEX) 
and bilateral transactions with various trading partners on over  - 
the-counter (OTC) platforms.

 For information on the composition of electricity, see page 40

 For information on the development of the EEX exchange prices,  

see page 91

EVN’s electricity subsidiaries in Bulgaria and Macedonia are required 
by law to purchase most of their electricity requirements from 
state-owned producers, i.e. NEK and ELEM respectively. Since these 
countries have not yet implemented electricity labelling require-
ments, EVN cannot determine the source of this energy and has no 
influence over its origin. The remainder of the required energy 
is purchased over wholesale markets.

Natural gas
A large part of the natural gas purchases are still handled by 
EconGas GmbH on the basis of long-term supply contracts, even 
though EVN sold its 16.5% investment in this company during 
the reporting year. The remaining supplies are purchased on whole-
sale markets over national and international OTC trading centres 
and exchanges, for example in Austria (CEGH), Germany (NCG) and 
Holland (TTF). Most of the wholesale purchases are handled by 
EnergieAllianz. The majority of imports – from the European point 
of view – come from Russia and the North Sea.

Stakeholders — Suppliers 

Hard coal
EVN has a three-tiered coal supply chain for the hard coal-fired 
plant in Dürnrohr, Lower Austria: purchases are made directly by 
EVN via coal wholesalers or trading and forwarding agents (Tier 1) 
which, in turn, buy the coal from processing companies or exclu-
sive exporters (coal wholesalers) (Tier 2). These firms purchase their 
coal supplies directly from the mining companies (Tier 3).

Hard coal was purchased from two Tier 1 suppliers in 2015/16. 
Roughly 70% of hard coal deliveries come from Europe, while the 
remaining 30% come from America. In 2015/16, EVN also took 
over coal stocks from a power plant block in Dürnrohr that was 
decommissioned by Verbund AG.

Coal purchases for the Duisburg-Walsum power plant, in which 
EVN holds an investment of 49% – and the operations of this 
plant – are managed by the joint venture partner Steag and are 
therefore outside EVN’s sphere of influence.

 GRI indicator: Description of the supply chain (G4-12)

High sustainability demands on 
suppliers 

EVN places high demands on its suppliers to ensure actions that 
are socially, economically and ecologically responsible. In some 
cases, the tenders explicitly include sustainability criteria in the 
evaluation of offers – for example, the volume of transport-related 
emissions in connection with a tender for the environmental 
business in Lower Austria.

Guidelines and monitoring
The integrity clause developed by EVN defines the sustainability- 
related duties and responsibilities of suppliers in eleven points 
which include, above all, human rights, labour practices, protection 
of the environment, resource conservation and business ethics. 
This clause is a central component of each order and applies to all 
suppliers of products and services and to all sub-suppliers in the 
international project business.

 Also see www.evn.at/integrity-clause
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Compliance with the integrity clause is monitored through sam-
pling based on a specially developed questionnaire. The most 
important suppliers are reviewed regularly, and standardised con-
trols covering sustainability and human rights aspects are carried 
out when major contracts are awarded to new suppliers. The 
questionnaire is also used when tenders are carried out for risk 
products, in order to collect additional information on environmen-
tal compatibility, product and packaging recycling, and the pro-
ducer’s certifications. The audits carried out during the reporting 
year did not lead to any indications of supplier violations of the 
integrity clause.

EVN, as an international company, also operates in countries with 
a less developed understanding for human rights or may purchase 
services, materials or products from such countries through 
central procurement. In the area of primary energy procurement, 
the coal supply chain is reviewed on a regular basis. All coal mines 
that supplied hard coal for EVN’s energy generation in 2015/16 
meet wide-ranging international standards and are certified 
under ISO 14001 (environmental management). One mine in 
America that supplies EVN with hard coal is also certified under 
OHSAS 18001 (Occupational Health and Safety).

In the area of coal procurement, regular on-site inspections and con-
trols are also carried out to ensure compliance with human rights, 
workers’ rights and living and working conditions. EVN carried out 
such an on-site inspection of a mine in Poland during 2015/16, 

which did not reveal any problematic issues. Any objections 
identified during these inspections are reported directly to the 
operators who are asked to solve the problems.

 GRI indicators: Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using 

ecological criteria (G4-EN32), using human rights criteria (G4-HR10), 

using labour practices (G4-LA14) and the related impacts on society 

(G4-SO9)

Labour practices and humane employment
In order to minimise the risks associated with workplace safety, 
EVN only works with selected partners who are contractually 
required to employ only skilled personnel. Compliance with the 
directives for partner companies is reviewed by experienced, 
well-trained EVN employees who serve, for example, as construc-
tion coordinators or supervisors. Subcontractors and suppliers 
are employed for tasks with a limited period of time, especially for 
maintenance and repairs and for the construction of new power 
plants and transmission networks. EVN does not maintain central 
records on the number of workdays attributable to subcontrac-
tors and suppliers because this would not have any significance for 
their labour practices.

External services relevant for safety and/or health (e.g. in civil 
engineering and building construction) are performed Group-wide 
by 58 prequalified companies under general contracts. Point 4 of 
EVN‘s integrity clause, “Health & Safety at the Workplace”, requires 

In view of the increasingly stricter requirements, the corporate 
compliance management department adapted and further 
formalised the review process for business partners in 2015/16. 
The EVN Group companies in Austria and WTE Wassertechnik 
must avoid business relations with companies that have been 
proven to be directly or indirectly involved in or accused of 
offences under human rights, corruption, antitrust or commercial 
law. The review process, which also includes the screening of 
sanction lists, follows a risk-based approach in order to place 
a special focus on branch and country risks. Compliance-relevant 
systems and data from a specialised external service provider 

are also used in the review. Corresponding risk-minimising 
measures are implemented if the screening reveals any sensitive 
issues. Plans call for the implementation of this process in the 
2016/17 financial year to review the business partners of EVN’s 
Bulgarian and Macedonian companies.

The procurement and purchasing department also revised the 
review process for suppliers during the reporting year. In a 
first step, a questionnaire on sustainability issues was developed 
for completion by suppliers. It will become a mandatory part 
of EVN’s public tenders for all potential suppliers in the future.

 Compliance with sustainability criteria – changes in monitoring
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Stakeholders — Suppliers 

compliance with legal regulations for occupational health and 
safety protection at the workplace, free access to drinking water 
and sanitary facilities, appropriate fire protection, lighting, ven ti-
lation, suitable personal protective gear and training for its proper 
use. The companies are also required to instruct their employees 
in accordance with § 14 of the Occupational Health and Safety 
Act (“Arbeitsschutzgesetz”, ASchG) and § 154 of the Construction 
Worker Safety Regulation (“Bauverordnung”, BauV). The same 
rules apply to their subcontractors. The relevant training certifi-
cates must be provided automatically. If asked to, subcontractors 
must also confirm that they have the required certifications and 
qualifications to undertake the contracted work. Comparable 
regulations are in force at EVN‘s international subsidiaries.

 GRI indicators: Workdays of subcontractors and suppliers for 

construction, servicing and maintenance (EU17); Percentage of 

subcontractors and suppliers who have participated in health 

and safety training programmes (EU18) 


